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A timeline of the 1979 revolution from earliest origins to tragic end.The revolutionary period in
Grenada grew from the legacy of Eric Gairy to Maurice Bishop, from the 1970s through 19
October 1983. The Grenada Chronicles contain a detailed, day-by-day chronology of the events
and people involved in the time of Gairy and the People's Revolutionary Government reflected
from print sources.The Grenada Chronicles aim to be accurate in fact and in context. In order to
assure accuracy, the source of information contained in this volume is stated. The limits and
biases of the print source are varied. Sources cited favor original documents.The motive for this
work is to provide information on the Grenada Revolution with no attempt, either implicit or
manipulative, to present a political interest.A key reason to dwell upon the Grenada Revolution is
that it needs to be told; to be passed on to the next generation. The story needs telling both for
the form it took, but also for the contemporary lessons it can give.The resolution of the lessons
taught is that such a tragic outcome might never happen again. The realities of the human
condition are that malice and hope are strong forces. The Grenada Chronicles tell the
extraordinary struggle of the youthful New Jewel Movement comrades and their evolving
struggles with human frailty.

"The strongest biography of the advocate since the 1970s." -- Corporate Counsel"Will reward
readers with immediacy, vitality, wit and an evenhanded portrait." -- Library JournalAbout the
AuthorJustin Martin is a former staff writer at Fortune magazine whose work has also appeared
in Newsweek, Worth, Travel & Leisure, and ESPN magazines. He lives in New York City.
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Grenada and its plan for development was the subject of an article in the Caribbean Contact
newspaper from neighboring Barbados.[1]The article titled “This ‘Rubbish’ of a Cuban Naval
Base in Grenada” showed a map by an unnamed artist and a photo of Maurice Bishop alongside
the headline.[2]The quote for the headline came from a Bishop press conference statement on
14 March 1982. The map below appeared in the April 1982 issue of Caribbean Contact
newspaper. [3]A British journalist, Rod Prince, wrote the article. He had been in Grenada in
March 1982 for the Third Anniversary celebrations. Rod Prince was also a correspondent for
Caribbean Contact newspaper. The article was datelined St. George’s; the date Prince wrote the
article is unknown; most likely March 1982.[4]Spurred by an article in the 22 February 1982
issue of the London Daily Telegraph newspaper, Prince recounted the article reprint in
Dominica’s New Chronicle newspaper.[5]Rod Prince sought to discount the claims of the Daily
Telegraph newspaper article. Journalist Prince said three [3] non-Grenadian journalists had
visited Grenada, exploring the area of the claims from the Daily Telegraph newspaper. There
were dredging projects, but nothing similar to what the Daily Telegraph newspaper article
implied, according to Rod Prince.[6]Egmont Harbor itself took in yachts and small boats during
inclement weather and hurricanes.¶Correspondent Rod Prince made note of only three
embassies in St. George’s – meaning the embassy buildings for Cuba, Libya and Venezuela.
[7]¶The National Housing Repair Program [NHRP] distribution to 81 qualified families in the first
quarter of 1982 was EC$71,000.[8]The Housing Repair Program started in January 1980,
granted interest-free loans to $1,000 and long-term payment options to qualified rural workers.
Official reports said that since the introduction of the program 1,600 families received such loans.
[9]¶An April 1982 issue of the Media Worker newsletter contained a brief year’s history of
Television Grenada by TFG worker Joan Ross:[TFG grew out of Grenada Television]which
existed as a government-private sector partnership, prior to the Revolution.The People’s



Revolutionary Government, in early 1981, purchased all shares in the former Grenada
Television, according to Joan Ross. She added,The equipment was for the main part
unusable.The system itself inherited by TFG comprised a ‘Booster’ transmitter which brought in
the Trinidad and Tobago (TTT) TV signal.Local programming was confined to nightly news,
headlines, without film or video clips, before GTV switched over to TTT.”[10]The broadcasts on
Television Free Grenada [TFG] in 1982 reached only St. George’s on Channels 7 and 12. The
television station ran with the aid of external training for workers and on-the-job training. The new
equipment enabled a signal increase to cover reception in the North and East of Grenada.
[11]¶There was additional power at Radio Free Grenada. Grenadian citizens had previously
listened to Voice of America [VOA] or Radio Antilles where they received good reception on their
home radios. The new medium wave transmitter at Beausejour extended the reach of radio
waves. Peter David was RFG’s Manager.[12]¶The government-owned Free West Indian
newspaper received new equipment from the German Democratic Republic [GDR]. Among the
items was a two-color offset press with a 2-hour production time. [13]Before the new equipment
installation, a press run took 12 hours more. The press workers, Wallace Bascombe and Glen
Boney, received training on the machine in the GDR.[14]The newspaper also received from the
GDR a color separation camera, light tables, sinks for full color work.[15]Typesetting improved
due to electric typewriters and IBM composers to produce justified camera-ready copy using a
variety of proportional fonts to three modern linotype machines,[16] typing in three different sizes.
[17]Three modern linotype machines, typing in three different sizes, expanded typesetting done
by the electric typewriters and IBM composers. The FWI newspaper also received a small
letterpress, and a stand-by generator. Norris Steele was a press operator.[18]¶The Cuban
community in Grenada at April 1982 numbered 407 members with 352 UNECA workers, 18 in
fisheries and 15 in health.[19]¶Manuel Pineiro Losada presented an address titled “Imperialism
& Revolution in Latin America and the Caribbean” at conference in Havana sponsored by the
Communist Party of Cuba and World Marxist Review.[20]Manuel Pineiro
Losada¶[Uncorroborated] The project Prime Minister Bishop spoke of, about tourism
development, was the subject of an online discussion dated 4 July 2003, posted by Michael
Miller:In April 1982 I was assigned as a photographer to travel about with a USAID team of
“tourism development experts” who were (supposedly) mapping potential resort development
sites around Grenada and the Grenadines.The team consisted of six Argentinian and Bolivian
men, who spent each day travelling about the coastline on a nicely equipped (50mm on the
bow!) speedboat, looking for potential tourism development sites.We covered the entire
circumference of Grenada, as well as nearby cays and many tiny uninhabited islands northward
towards St. Vincent.I photographed extensively, and provided copies to the team’s leader.At one
point during the assignment, while we were looking at the airport construction project at Pt.
Salines from a high promintory (sic) up the west road, it dawned on me that these boys were
mapping possible invasion sites!(I was well aware of the imminent threat from the Reagan
regime, and had seen US destroyers lurking on the island’s horizons from my mountaintop



cottage…)Just before my wife and I had to leave, the USAID team invited us to dinner at their
villa.During our conversation, they asked multiple questions about ‘what I thought’ about the rift
between Bishop’s supporters and the Coard Faction.(Thankfully, I did not know much beyond
the usual street rumours and scuttle.)During this dinner session, it also became chillingly clear to
me that this “Tourism study team” was in all likelihood a CIA undercover cadre seeking to
advance the US’ plans to increase PRG internal frictions, and also to map the island’s coastline
for the coming ‘rescue mission.Since that day, there has never been any doubt in my mind that
the CIA was somehow ‘instrumental’ in engineering the tragedy that ended the Revo.
[21]¶Jeronimo Carrera, in the World Marxist Review of April 1982 interviewed Prime Minister
Maurice Bishop. Carrera was a member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Venezuela. The official theoretical journal of the Communist Movement, reputedly, was the World
Marxist Review.[22]Bishop explained “at length” why the NJM joined the Socialist International
[SI].[23]Bishop said, in what appears to be the Afterward section, the following:We see this
revolution as being in the national democratic stage.We are an anti-imperialist party and
government and we believe that the process we are involved in at this time is an anti-imperialist,
national democratic socialist oriented state of development. [24]¶“’The consumer comes first’ –
How revolutionary government controls prices” was the title of Baxter Smith’s undated article in
Intercontinental Press newspaper.[25]The quote was a statement made by the Grenada
Comptroller of Supplies in the Ministry of Trade, Algernon Antoine. Monthly government price
schedules appeared on supermarket walls. The New Jewel, as Baxter Smith termed it, had
trebled the fines violators were paying during Gairy days, if enforced. A resident price-control
inspector in Carriacou planned for the sister isle was in the works.[26]Cuthbert Nixon, imports
manager at the Marketing and National Importing Board [MNIB] explained that all cement, rice,
and raw sugar imported through MNIB are from Cuba, Suriname and Guyana.[27]There was a
produce division of MNIB, buying fruits and vegetables from local state and private farms and
cooperatives, either selling the produce locally for lower prices, or exporting the goods.
[28]¶Additional equipment for Grenadian industries was purchased for the government-operated
Agro-Industry Plant; an industrial pepper grinding mill, a pasteurizer, a fruit-extraction pulper, a
semi-automatic can sealer and other canning equipment.[29]¶The U.S. National Security
Council [NSC] in Washington, DC issued a document on policy in Central America and Cuba for
the National Security Planning Group officially titled “U.S. Policy in Central America and Cuba
through F.Y. ’84, Summary Paper.”[30]Primary points in the NSC paper included the creation and
support of “democratic states” in Central America and against Cuba-model states. These Cuba-
model states establish a base for subversion and compromise U.S. interests.[31]The NSC
Planning Group members were the Vice President, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of
Defense, the Director of Central Intelligence, the Director of the National Security Council, and
the three top presidential aides— Edwin W. Meese 3d, Michael K. Deaver, and James A. Baker
3rd.[32]¶[Uncorroborated] The term “Central America” included the Caribbean in the minds of
many.Thursday, 1 April 1982Sally Shelton, former U.S. Ambassador to Grenada, wrote an



editorial for the New York Times newspaper titled “The Same Caribbean.” [33]Shelton was
talking about President Ronald Reagan’s speech to the Organization of American States [OAS]
on the Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI], 24 February 1982. At this time, Shelton was a fellow at
the Center for International Affairs at Harvard University.[34]She explained one of her points of
view:The Administration’s view of the Caribbean, and Cuba’s role there, seems based less on
West Indian realities than on the Administration’s insistence on fusing the Caribbean Islands with
the Central American isthmus. [35]Another point of view was her statement:West Indian opinion-
makers unanimously consider the main threat to their security not Cuba but rather the severe
poverty and double-digit unemployment plaguing nearly every island.The Reagan
Administration would do well to heed West Indians’ own perceptions of their problems rather
than insisting on an analysis made in Washington.The potential for Cuban mischief-making
should not be ignored but neither should it be exaggerated. [36]¶The East Caribbean Currency
Authority [ECCA] as of 1 April 1982 issued new coinage.[37]Alister Hughes went to lengths to
study the history of currency in the East Caribbean back to World War II. He presented a
detailed study in Newsletter.[38]¶Baxter Smith of Intercontinental Press interviewed Guyanese
lawyer Miles Fitzpatrick in St. George’s on 1 April 1982. Fitzpatrick was, officially, legal counsel in
Grenada’s Ministry of Justice. He offered his services for one year.[39]Thursday, 1 April thru
Friday, 2 April 1982A Socialist International [SI] meeting took place over two days in Bonn,
Germany. Grenada’s High Commissioner in London, Fennis Augustine, reported on the
Praesidium to Foreign Minister Unison Whiteman.[40]Attending the meeting were the
Sandinistas, Cuban Communist Party, Grenada New Jewel Movement, Salvadoran
Revolutionary National Party, Chilean Radical Party, and Jamaican People’s National Party,
according to World Affairs[41] magazine.[42]One extract from a memo written by Fennis
Augustine commented:Most sister parties seemed well disposed towards Grenada, although
some have reservations on what they see as the Marxist thrust of the N.J.M. [43]There were
attachments to Fennis Augustine’s memo including a Socialist International Press Release of
the Statement by the Meeting. The part applicable to Grenada stated:4. GrenadaThe
Socialist International supports the current efforts of the government of Grenada to work out a
new constitution with a view to holding elections. [44]Friday, 2 April 1982 – the Falklands WarThe
Falklands War began on 2 April 1982 when Australia took over two islands off its coast and the
British Government sent in its Navy.[45]The members of the Caribbean community [CARICOM]
supported Britain over Argentina in the Falkland Islands. Grenada supported Argentina.
[46]Sunday, 4 April 1982The Second Annual Convention of the Bank and General Workers
Union [BGWU] opened at the Dome, Grand Anse on Sunday, 4 April 1982.[47]The minutes of
the meeting told of a power outage at the Dome delaying the start up time to 11.35 hours. At the
beginning of the meeting, attendees sang “Forward March.” [48]Minister of Mobilization Selwyn
Strachan talked to trade union members, calling on the trade union movement in Grenada to
become more involved in the economic development of Grenada.[49]Strachan called for
additional union branch meetings; consistent and regular meetings. He looked toward



Production Committees, Emulation Committees and Grievance Committees.[50]President of the
BGWU Vincent Noel reported on BGWU’s activities over the past year and future
plans:democratisation of the union, the involvement of the union in the drawing up of production
targets, raising the levels of production and the development of the patriotic and international
consciousness.[51]Solidarity message were ready by the following organisations:(1) T.U.C.
[Trade Union Council] – J[ohn]. Ventour(2) C.I.W.U. [Commercial and Industrial Workers Union] –
A[nselm] De Bourg(3) T.A.W. U. [Technical and Allied Workers Union] – C[hester] Humphrey(4)
A.G.W.U. [Agricultural and General Workers' Union] – F[abian] Outram(5) P.W.U. [Public Workers
Union] – F[erron] Lowe(6) P.F.U. [Productive Farmers Union] – G[ellineau] James(7) N.Y.O.
[National Youth Organisation] – L[ionel] Goddard[52]There were two cultural performances by
the Mt. Gay N.Y.O. and two Pioneers recited poems.[53]¶The Jamaica Guardian newspaper
covered the [PAJ] Press Association of Jamaica’s report on Grenada that said:[Grenada has]
more press freedom now than before the coup. [54]¶A Special Branch investigator, Corporal 99,
visited the home of a Grenadian citizen who told him that a certain person was forming a new
political party. The subject title of the report to the Head of Special Branch was “Counter
Activities.”[55]Thursday, 8 April 1982Prime Minister Bishop addressed a gathering at Otway
House. Bishop had an opportunity to respond the same day, 8 April 1982, the Reagans were in
Barbados. Bishop spoke at the official opening of the reconstructed Seamen & Waterfront
Workers Union [SWWU] building on the Carenage, called Otway House [see 040182 – 063082
Appendix].[56]Bishop called President Reagan’s “presence” in Barbados “insulting,” according
to Alister Hughes at Otway House.[57]Maurice Bishop said, in part:And comrades I think, too, it
is very important, when we think over the next few days about the meaning of this presence in
Barbados today and over the next few days, where several Caribbean Prime Ministers have
gone to hold discussions with President Reagan, we need to bear in mind and to bear in mind
very, very clearly that what this presence also does is that it insults the people of our region in a
number of very fundamental ways.Bishop itemized the insults in his Otway House speech.The
Prime Minister commented on Reagan’s recent words:I take this opportunity to tell Reagan that
the kind of democracy he speaks of and the kind he practices, we are not interested in. [58]One
“insult” comment was because President Reagan was using Caribbean soil as a place to attack
Caribbean countries and tell Caribbean peoples who may benefit and under what conditions
from the Caribbean Basin Initiative.[59]Prime Minister Bishop said at the official opening of the
SWWU building that he thought President Reagan insulted Barbados:. . . the President was
being transported by helicopter because Barbados’ roads were thought to be too narrow, cars
had been brought in because Barbados’ vehicles were thought decrepit, an entire hospital had
been set up because Barbados’ medical facilities were considered inadequate and even food,
water and toilet paper had been flown in. [60]In short, Bishop said that America’s democracy
resulted in agovernment of the rich, by the rich, for the rich, against the poor. [61]The Prime
Minister responded to the subject of Grenada’s supposed lack of democracy:We want to say to
Reagan here and now that the kind of democracy that he speaks of and the kind of democracy



that he practices—we in Grenada are not in the least bit interested in that kind of democracy.A
democracy which fires 10 million workers, because that is the number of workers that are out of
work today in the United States.A democracy which in one blow fires 14,000 air traffic controllers
and then moves to decertify their union.A democracy which cuts the social benefits to the
poorest people and the poorest workers in the United States.A democracy which closes down
hospitals and closes down schools, a democracy which cuts back on Medicare, a democracy
which cuts back on food stamps for the poor.A democracy which removes housing subsidies, a
democracy which cuts farmers’ subsidies.A democracy which is aimed at removing all the rights
which the workers and the poor of the United States from the time of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt’s presidency have fought for, have struggled for, and have gained over these last 40
years.That brand and version of democracy is not a democracy that we are interested in.
[62]What international journalists took away from Prime Minister Maurice Bishop’s remarks
about the Caribbean Basin Initiative was that Reagan’s aid plan for the Eastern Caribbean was
“absolute chicken feed,” amounting to 6 cents a day per person.[63]¶Eric Pierre, SWWU
Secretary told the history of the Otway House, which was purchased in 1960 for the SWWU by
then President George Otway. Reconstruction of the building began in 1980 and continued to
1982. [64]¶Stanley Roberts, Assistant SWWU Secretary, held in detention since 11 July 1981,
sent regrets to SWWU for not attending the official opening on 8 April of the reconstructed
Seamen & Waterfront Workers Union [SWWU] building on the Carenage, called Otway House.
[65]Thursday, 8 April thru 11 Sunday 1982 – Reagans in BarbadosPresident Ronald and his wife
Nancy Reagan landed in Bridgetown from Kingston, Jamaica for the President’s “working
vacation.”Their trip was delayed from previous plans in February, erroneously reported by Flora
Lewis in the New York Times newspaper of 7 February 1982.[66]On their way from Washington,
D.C., the Reagans stopped in Jamaica on Wednesday, 7 April 1982 for the President to meet
with Jamaica’s Prime Minister Edward Seaga.[67]¶United States President Ronald Reagan and
his wife Nancy were invited to Barbados by an old friend of the Reagans, former film star
Claudette Colbert, noted for her role in the Hollywood film It Happened One Night.[68]There
were security delays about the Colbert home destination. President and Mrs. Reagan were
redirected to stay at Casa de Pablo, a private home owned by Paul H. Brandt, president and
chairman of the board of A. Brandt Co., Inc. of Ft. Worth, Texas.[69]¶The Reagans were met on
Thursday, 8 April 1982 at Grantley Adams International Airport by Ambassador Bish, Prime
Minister and Mrs. J.M.G. (Tom) Adams and a delegation of Barbados officials.[70]The Reagans
went on to the U.S. Ambassador Milan Bish’s Bridgetown residence.President Reagan held a
meeting and working luncheon with R. Milton Cato of St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Prime
Minister Vere C. Bird, Sr. of Antigua and Barbuda, Prime Minister Eugenia Charles of Dominica
and Premier Kennedy Simmonds of St. Kitts-Nevis, and Prime Minister Adams of Barbados.
[71]In a short talk given at the oceanside residence of Milan D. Bish, U.S. Ambassador to
Barbados, President Reagan talked about Grenada:El Salvador isn’t the only country that’s
being threatened with Marxism, and I think all of us are concerned with the overturn of



Westminster parliamentary democracy in Grenada.That country now bears the Soviet and
Cuban trademark, which means that it will attempt to spread the virus among its neighbors.
[72]Boston Globe newspaper staffer Curtis Wilkie caught this moment:As for Reagan’s assertion
that a Marxist takeover of the tiny island of Grenada might cause that country to “attempt to
spread the virus among its neighbors,” Adams was skeptical.With a wry, diplomatic smile, he
said he “looked forward to the spread of the democratic virus into Grenada.” [73]Following the
afternoon at Milan Bish’s oceanside home, the President went to Paul Brandt’s private home.
[74]The evening of Thursday, 8 April 1982, the Presdident was at the official residence [at Ilaro
Court] of Prime Minister Tom Adams. President Reagan spoke at a reception.[75]The Reagans
attended a private dinner at the home of Claudette Colbert, then took a Marine helicopter to Paul
Brandt’s home for the night. [76]¶Good Friday was on 9 April 1982. A Boston Globe newspaper
reporter noted President Reagan’s activity:On Friday, Reagan aides emphasized the working
aspect of his day – his national security briefing in the morning and his five-minute telephone
conversation with Secretary of State Alexander Haig that night.An official announcement also
suggested that the President would spend part of the afternoon writing this weekend’s radio
speech.[77]¶A radio broadcast was set up from the private Brandt home during the afternoon of
Monday, April 10 1982. The speech was “Radio Address to the Nation on the Caribbean Basin
Initiative and Student Loans.”[78]The President said, in part:The Caribbean Basin is our third
border.Through it comes two-thirds of all our imported oil and over half the strategic minerals we
need to import for industry and our national defense. [79]¶The Reagans flew to Washington,
D.C. from their 4-day Barbadian vacation on Tuesday, April 11 1982.[80]¶An unidentified
American official in Barbados spoke to Boston Globe newspaper reporter Curtis Wilkie. The
official said about Grenada:Grenada is not excluded from Reagan’s program, the official said,
but pointed out that “the President made it clear that Grenada’s inclusion would require a visible
change in its policy and pattern of behavior. [81]¶The Reagan visit to the Caribbean resulted in
an interpretation by one of the PRG’s prime boosters, Chris Searle, who declared:This new
Caribbean scepticism about Reagan’s intentions was made more profound by the latter’s
disastrous visit to Barbados during mid-1982 on a ‘working holiday’, when his security aides
pushed aside Barbadian pressmen with racist insults and where the President isolated himself
from anything home-produced in the Caribbean even to the extent of bringing with him his own
drinking water and toilet tissue.[82]Barbadian reporters assigned to cover the Reagan
delegation in Barbados complained about the President’s security in various printed reports.
Their description of United States Secret Servicemen was white men favoring an all-white
foreign press corps. Barbadian journalists, according to the Free West Indian newspaper, met
profound distrust.[83]Later, on 17 April 1982, Prime Minister Bishop spoke at the First
Conference of Journalists from the Caribbean Area, saying this about Reagan in Barbados:The
character of this visit and the inflammatory remarks made by President Reagan constituted a
fundamental insult to the people of Barbados, the people of the Caribbean and the regional
journalist community.Firstly, Reagan ignores Mr. Michael Manley, opposition leader in Jamaica,



during his one day visit there, then shortly after landing in Barbados, on the soil of a sister
Caricom Nation, he launches a vehement attack on Grenada, another member of the Caribbean
Community.During his four-day stay he insultingly refuses to drive in a car provided by the
Barbadian people, or eat Barbadian food or accept the quality of Barbadian health care.This
illustrious gentleman who fancies himself as a 20th century emperor not only takes with him a
royal entourage of hundreds of courtiers and minions armed even with their own toilet paper but
also a battalion of swarming Western newsmen who enjoy free access to all the places and
events that the Emperor graces with his presence while Barbadian and Caribbean journalists are
harassed, bullied and denied their national and professional rights to cover the visit by Reagan’s
crew of racist security goons.This insult, this imperial arrogance, this wanton and contemptible
disrespect on the sovereign soil of our region, comrades, deserves the strongest condemnation
from all democratic and independent minded people of our Caribbean. [84]Tuesday, 6 April
1982A major military maneuver in the Caribbean, “Readex 282,” was to have begun on this day
with 39 ships and over 200 aircraft from the United States Atlantic fleet. In addition, there were
two air carrier battle groups. British ships were part of this exercise.[85]¶The suicide of a British
national, Dr. David Seegobin, internationalist worker, was officially documented at 6 April
1982.Permanent Secretary for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Ashley C. Taylor sent a letter from
Robert P. Whillock, the U.K. representative in Grenada, to the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Health.[86]The Commissioner of Police also received a copy and another copy went to the
Permanent Secretary in the Prime Minister’s Office.[87]The sensitive matter was about British
national David Seegobin.[88]Doctor D. Seegobin was born in Guyana. He was a naturalized
British citizen and an internationalist worker at the Grenada Ministry of Health.[89]The
“Seegobin affair,” a personal and tragic matter, involved Grenada security and British officials.
David Seegobin’s death was allegedly a suicide. Seegobin had been charged with the rape of
another internationalist worker. The incident was handled in a low-keyed manner and
documentation was private.The matter continued when David Seegobin’s sister wrote to a friend
of David Seegobin who knew Maurice Bishop. She commented:. . . tragic death . . . the
circumstances of which remain unclear to his family and friends.To this date we have had no
statement from the Government of Grenada, the British Government or any other source about
the cause of his death.This has increased the distress to my parents.Dave conveyed a kindred
spirit between the two of you and indicated that you had encouraged him to go to Grenada
where his skills could be put to good use.If you have or can obtain any information which would
dispel the darkness pervading his tragedy, I and all the family, would be indebted.Thank you.
[90]Wednesday, 7 April 1982The President of the Grenada Chamber of Commerce [GCC],
David Minors, told Alister Hughes on 7 April 1982 that the recent joint Government and Chamber
of Congress delegation from Grenada to Washington DC was not in complete agreement.
[91]The Grenadians were in Washington, D.C. to lobby in connection with the Caribbean Basin
Initiative [CBI] Plan. Members of the delegation included David Minors from the Chamber and
Deputy Minister of Finance Lyden Ramdhanny representing the PRG.[92]Journalist Hughes was



a member of the Grenada Chamber of Commerce, and looked closely into the fine details of the
two views.[93]It is unknown the exact dates when the delegation was in the United States.The
Grenada delegation did not meet with any Congressional Committee, but they did meet with 16
Congressional representatives and their aides. The Black Caucus and Grenada’s Ambassador
to the Organization of American States, Dessima Williams, organized the meeting with
congressional representatives.[94]The sense Alister Hughes got from David Minors was that the
real concern of the United States, in relation to Grenada’s activities, was security. The U.S.
concern was triggered by misgivings about the International Airport and its possible use for
military purposes.[95]Minors told Hughes he pointed out to Congressional representatives, who
asked about a military purpose for the airport, was that at 9,000 feet, the Point Salines runway
was no longer than, and was shorter than, most of the international airport runways in the
Caribbean including Guyana, Trinidad, Barbados, St. Lucia, Antigua, Guadeloupe and
Martinique.[96][Uncorroborated] The argument was that runway lengths on other Caribbean
islands were longer. One response to the argument was the runway lengths were set during the
time of World War II when they were constructed.Minors summed up:You could see, however
that the Point Saline airport is very much on their minds. [97]In the discussion of Alister Hughes
with David Minors, the point that the Grenada Chamber of Commerce [GCC] had not been able
to publish its monthly bulletin was a concern.The Newspaper (Publications) Law, People's Law
Number 18 of 1981, signed by Maurice Bishop on 19 June 1981 restricted the group from
publishing. Government officials kept saying the GCC was an exception, according to Hughes,
but the officials failed to keep their promise.[98]The Chamber of Commerce, according to
Minors, did have opportunities to interact and discuss with government, but Minors said:a lot of it
is just talk and nothing happens. [99]Moreover, government had other priorities, according to
Alister Hughes.[100]¶The Political Bureau met on 7 April 1982. [101] Those present at the
meeting were (1) Hudson Austin, (2) Maurice Bishop, (3) Bernard Coard, (4) George Louison
and (5) Selwyn Strachan.[102] Members absent were Unison Whiteman and Kenrick Radix.
[103]For this meeting, receipt of the Minutes by signature was documented and was required of
the seven [7] Political Bureau members.[104]Agenda:[105]1. Ron Dellums2. CDC/
Grenlec3. Dome4. Airport Meeting Report5. Outstanding Bills – March 136.
Journalist Conference7. Plessey8. DPRK – Korea9. Mass Activities – Lenin’s
Birthday, Jeremiah Richardson’s Day, May Day, Playa de Giron.10. Correspondence11.
Surinamese12. Fund-raising Committee Report13. Falkland Islands[excerpt] [106]4.
Comrade Strachan reported on the first part of a meeting he and Comrade Austin held with the
workers at the site of the International Airport. He stated the following:-- the meeting lasted 4
hours.- it is clear that the workers and management are to get the blame- Rullow “got plenty
blows”; he is under tremendous pressure- there is a friction/gap between the Grenadian and
Cuban workers- the Grenadian workers claim they are not getting recognition- both sides are
cursing each other- women workers experiencing problems – inadequate transport etc.- claim
that management is not giving time to do voluntary work and are not giving support for the



MilitiaComrade Strachan told them the following as means of solving the problems:-the union
has to be a vibrant force and complaints must be brought to themthe union must be involved in
decision-making re. the workersPolitical Commissar to be appointed (“Piano”, Gordon or
MacLean)Disciplinary committee must be set upregular staff meetings must be held.[excerpt]
[107]8. Comrade Strachan will be our representative to the birth (sic) anniversary [15 April 1982]
of the North Korean leader, instead of the Comrade Leader.Thursday, 8 April 1982Jacqueline
Braveboy-Wagner, Caribbean scholar, wrote a signed editorial in the Los Angeles Times
newspaper titled “We’re Missing the Boat in Denying Aid to Grenada.”[108]Among her
comments was this one:It is understandable that in these hard times the American taxpayer is
antagonistic toward foreign aid in general and toward the notion of aid to “unfriendly” countries in
particular.Nevertheless, it is Washington’s “do as I say or else” attitude that has largely shaped a
hostile Grenadian foreign policy up to this point.It should be remembered that Fidel Castro’s
dependence on the Soviet Union rose in direct proportion to U.S. negativism toward him.
[109]Thursday, 8 April thru Thursday, 15 April 1982 – Strachan Visit to North KoreaMinister of
Mobilization Selwyn Strachan traveled to the Korean peninsula to attend the national festival of
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). The celebration was for President Kim II
Sung’s 70th birthday.The decision at the 7 April 1982 Political Bureau meeting was that Selwyn
Strachan would represent Grenada at DPRK’s birth celebration for Kim Il Sung [on 15 April 1982]
[110] of North Korea.[111]Strachan returned to Grenada the week of Monday, 19 April 1982 after
visiting India and the Indira Gandhi government.[112]He discussed technical and economic
assistance for Grenada with DPRK officials, and cooperation with Indira Gandhi.[113]Friday, 9
April 1982Good Friday is a religious date observed by many Grenadians.Friday, 9 April thru
Thursday, 15 April 1982 – Ron Dellums Visits GrenadaUnited States Representative Ronald
“Ron” Dellums (D—California) visited Grenada, resting over the weekend before starting his
program on Monday 12 April 1982.[114]The United States Congressional representative put
himself on a fact-finding mission to Grenada to determine the full use of the new airport, if its
future use was military in some manner.[115]Dellums was Chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Military Construction. Timothy Ashby wrote that Dellums was allegedly on a
fact-finding trip to judge whether Cuban construction projects on the island had any military
significance.[116]Saturday, 10 April 1982An unsigned editorial appeared in the Free West Indian
newspaper ending with these statements:Reagan, remember, we are the sons of slaves and
indentured servants who made the journey across in shackles and poverty.We may have our
differences, but these are our rocks in the Caribbean Sea.We will solve our problems without
you dictating to us what we are or what we must be.The Caribbean is not an American lake.We
will decide our own destiny. [117]¶Grenada received 150 tons of Surinamese rice as a gift from
the European Economic Commission [EEC] at no cost. The shipment ended the 1981 Food Aid
Program from the EEC. [118]Grenada had previously received 400 tons of dried milk and 30
tons of butter in the EEC program.[119]For 1982, the European Economic Community [EEC]
Food Aid Program scheduled shipments of 350 tons of dried milk, 30 tons of butter oil, some 50



tons of rice and some 100 tons of “wheat or flour.” All goods cost the Grenada Government
nothing.[120] Most of the shipments were complete by June 1982.[121]Sunday, 11 April 1982 –
EasterEaster Sunday was a religious holiday.[122]Sunday, 11 April 1982 – Seamoon Racetrack
sold to the PRGAlister Hughes reported on the finalization of the sale of the Seamoon
racecourse to the People’s Revolutionary Government. The Grenada Racing Company
shareholders met on this day and formally took the GRC into liquidation.[123]Attorney General
Kenrick Radix announced the acquisition of the Seamoon property by the PRG in November
1981. Radix said the 50 acres and a pavilion bought by the PRG occurred through negotiations
with the Ramdhanny family.[124]The public terms of the sale, according to L.L. Ramdhanny,
President of the Grenada Racing Co. Ltd [GRC], was that over the 12-month period of January
to December 1981, the PRG had been making monthly installments. Each month the PRG paid
EC$12,500 bringing the total amount at the end of 1981 to EC$150,000. The GRC was also to
have received $150,000 in International Airport bonds.[125]Monday, 12 April 1982A Special
Branch Report of Counter Activities on 12 April 1982 concerned activities in Region II, Mirabeau
and Byelands. In the last part of the report to the Head of Special Branch, the investigator
said:The Counters are trying their best to win over the people on their side, so some immediate
steps have to be taken to stop such things. [126]¶The 12 April 1982 issue of the U.S. News &
World Report claimed Grenada aimed for defenses backed by Cuba and the Soviet Union.
[127]Tuesday, 13 April 1982Grenadian journalist Alister Hughes’ telephone was back in use,
following a directive from the Security Services to the Grenada Telephone Company. The
Hughes family telephone, disconnected since 19 June 1981 [10 months], was a fact Newsletter
publicized. The Hughes automobile, seized on 19 June 1981, remained confiscated as of April
1982.[128]¶The Chief Personnel Officer of the Public Service Commission, wrote that effective 1
April 1982 photographer Arthur Winner was the photographer for the Information Division of the
Prime Minister’s Ministry.[129] Photographer Winner completed his probationary period of two
years, starting 24 April 1980.[130]¶Grenada received two buses and two trucks from Libya. The
buses were equipped with large luggage compartments. Each bus could carry 28 passengers.
The purpose for the buses was to transport luggage and passengers to and from the
International Airport.[131]Wednesday, 14 April 1982The Canadian High Commissioner Allan
Roger arrived in Grenada for an official visit. Roger travelled with R.V. Gorham, Assistant Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs in the Canadian Government. Gorham’s duties covered
the Caribbean and Latin America. The two were in Grenada to give the Canadian view of the
Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI] to the PRG.[132]Canada had aided projects in Grenada,
especially the EC$20 million Cocoa Rehabilitation and Development project. Lesser projects
discussed included the Carriacou jetty replacement, a Sauteurs school restoration, a library van,
a health van and the “provision” of a Law Library for the Supreme Court.[133]A
misunderstanding was unraveled during the visit of the two Canadian officials with Prime
Minister Bishop. Prime Minister Bishop, according to Canadian High Commissioner Allan Roger,
had thought Canada abandoned the Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI] when this was not so.



[134]R.V. Gorham said the Caracas CBI meeting in August 1982 would review developments
and that by the time of the meeting the United States Congress would have approved the
Caribbean Basin Plan put forward by the Reagan Administration.[135]Official R.V. Gorham
refuted the charge that the United States was putting a large percentage of the CBI funds to
military aid, especially for El Salvador:The Americans have a number of budgets and one is for
economic development assistance for the Caribbean region, that is, the CBI proposal.They also
have military aid budgets for many countries of the world, including El Salvador. They have
made no secret of that, but that is totally separate and distinct from what they are doing in terms
of economic deve-lopment assistance.[136]¶Deputy Finance Minister Lyden Ramdhanny held a
press conference talking about the various CBI proposals and looking towards the “original
idea.” [137]Ramdhanny encouraged Caribbean governments and people to call for a:. . .
genuinely multilateral, non-discriminatory, non-military CBI in which Mexico can participate fully,
in which Canada will feel constrained to be actively involved, in which Venezuela could
contribute and in which the European Economic Community will play a major role.
[138]Thursday, 15 April 1982Alister Hughes noted Foreign Minister Unison Whiteman’s
declaration on the Falklands issue in April 1982. The declaration stated that Grenada supported
Argentina, as did the Organization of American States [OAS], the Non-Aligned Movement and
Socialist International [SI].[139]Hughes quoted Whiteman:We believe that the fundamental
question is a colonial question, it is a question of colonisation.Argentina's claim to sovereignty
over the Islands is not a new claim, it is a claim that goes back 150 years and, therefore, since
our Government subscribes to the end to colonialism [32], we believe Argentina's claim is just
and Argentina's aspiration to ownership of the islands is a just aspiration. [140]The Falkland
Islands issue was one of “regularizing an old historical contradiction,” according to Whiteman,
who also said the PRG does not approve of using force.[141]A just settlement and a joint
commission of Argentina and Britain “should work out a timetable for the return of the islands to
Argentina.” [142]Whiteman said:We have no information that there is any threat or danger to the
lives of the people of the Falklands.If this were the case, we would have had a different attitude,
but there is no information that their lives are in danger. [143]Despite Whiteman’s observation of
the return of the islands to Argentina, the Falkland Islands ownership by Britain after the defeat
of Argentine forces was firm.[144]Friday, 16 April 1982A report from Special Branch determined
that the overseer at Grand Bacolet Estate had an M-52 rifle and was sometimes threatening
people on the private estate grounds.[145]Friday, 16 April thru Sunday, 18 April 1982Four indoor
rallies to observe Playa Giron/Bay of Pigs,[146] 17–19 April 1961, planned for St. Andrew’s, St.
George’s, St. Patrick’s and Carriacou, came about through the Armed Forces. Political Bureau
members – Austin, G. Louison, B. Coard/Radix/Whiteman and Maurice Bishop were to attend
the rallies respectively.[147]¶Baxter Smith, correspondent for Intercontinental Press, covering
the rallies, quoted a Cuban Lieutenant Colonel:Cuban Lieutenant Colonel Richard Wilson told
the St. George’s rally how the United States had been thwarted in its efforts to militarily turn back
the Cuban revolution with a mercenary army. [148]Saturday, 17 April thru Tuesday, 20 April 1982



– First Conference of Journalists from the English-Speaking CaribbeanThe First Conference of
about 100 journalists from the English-speaking Caribbean gathered in Grenada on Saturday, 17
April 1982.The conference attendees heard the opening address by Minister of Information
Maurice Bishop. Journalists from the Caribbean attended, as well as Latin America [see 040182
- 063082 Appendix].[149]Unison Whiteman was to close the Journalist Conference and Bernard
Coard was to host a Press Conference after the Airport Rally on Sunday, 18 April 1982.[150]The
Media Workers Association of Free Grenada [MWAFG], the Press Association of Jamaica [PAJ]
and the Federation of Latin American Journalists [FELAP] sponsored the three-day conference.
[151]Some attendees at the conference were specially invited guests. They were:Jiri Kubka,
secretary general of the International Organisation of Journalists (IOJ)Aggrey Brown, head of
the University of the West Indies Institute of Mass Communications in JamaicaGill Noble,
prominent black television producer in the United StatesHugh Cholmondeley, regional
representative of the United Nationals Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO)Canero Roque, an expert on the new international information order in the Latin
American Economic System (SELA). [152]Others who were present were:Ben Brodie, chairman
of the [Press Association of Jamaica] PAJBaldonero Rios, secretary general of [Federation of
Latin American Journalists] FELAPErnesto Vera, president of the Union of Cuban Journalists
(UPEC)Miguel Ateaga, secretary in the IOJ secretariatRicky Singh, editor of Caribbean Contact.
[153]Grenada’s delegation consisted of ten [10] persons. Those noted by the government-
owned Free West Indian newspaper were:MWAFG President Ray DonaldMWAFG Vice-
president Don Rojas[154]A paper by Don Rojas, a Federation of Latin American Journalists
[FELAP] paper, a paper by Jiri Kubka and another by Elaine Wallace, Secretary of the PAJ, were
among the conference documents, which included country reports on media at home presented
by Nicaragua, El Salvador and others.[155]Discussion items included the New International
Economic Order [NIEO],[156] “democratization of journalism” in the region and the role of
journalists in the struggle for world peace.[157]The Prime Minister’s speech discussed the New
World Information Order [NWIO].[158]Bishop said:. . . the struggle for a new world information
order spearheaded by the world’s democratic forces and stoutly resisted by the transnational
media monopolists and mafia in the West must be seen within the context of the developing
international class struggle which has gathered momentum in recent times with the successes
of, in particular, the anti-colonialist and national liberation forces in the Third World. [159]Reports
on the treatment of Caribbean journalists during President Reagan’s visit to Barbados on 8 April
1982 became the subject of a resolution charging that:The people of the Caribbean, of Jamaica
and Barbados in particular, and the journalists of these countries, were the subject of
discrimination and racism by members of the entourage of United States President Ronald
Reagan who visited the Caribbean recently . . . [160]Journalists formed associations and unions,
and then considered a resolution about Freedom of the Press in the Caribbean Region.[161]The
Resolution for Freedom of the Press in the Caribbean Region stated, in part:Governments in the
Region and also the owners of private media houses to cease victimisation, censorship.



Harassment, discrimination and repression of media workers. [162]The Resolution called
on:Governments in particular territories to withdraw all legislation and decrees that impinge on
the freedom of journalists and media workers to carry out their legitimate and professional duties
of information the people of their countries to better equip them for contribution to the struggle
for national development, liberation and the New World Information Order.[163]A resolution on
the final day of the Journalist Conference passed as did a Declaration adopted by the group that
condemned the United States of America and President Reagan for holding military maneuvers
in the Caribbean. The Declaration called for cancellation of Operation “Ocean Venture
’82.”[164]Also at the final plenary session of the Journalists Conference, in the Final Declaration,
commendation extended to the government of Cuba and the People’s Revolutionary
Government for settling examples in “democratisation of the media.”[165]Bernard Coard, Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of Finance held a press session for the Conference journalists. One
of the items discussed was a draft tourism code dealing with sea setbacks for hotels, maximum
heights of hotels, public access to beaches, the beach frontage of the hotels, sewerage
distribution, architectural technique to increase the use of solar power and other factors.
[166]The private sector, according to Coard, had adefinite role to play in Grenada’s economy,
society and development.[167]Coard stressed, relating to tourism, the indigenous culture of
Grenada:The tourist must come and appreciate our indigenous culture.We are not going to alter
our culture to suit tourists, and we have a fantastic local cuisine we are going to try and
increasingly interest our tourists in that. [168]The Minister of Finance was looking toward a
tourist with a “progressive political outlook.” He explained:In this regard, it is instructive that close
to, and in some cases over, 50% of all the people of western Europe in virtually every election,
vote for ‘left’ parties.We think therefore, that there is tremendous development there for the
development of a Tourism Industry which is immune to the propaganda destabilisation of U.S.
imperialism. [169]Sunday, 18 April 1982 – International Airport Terminal Building Opening –
Bishop on Jeremiah Richardson DayPrime Minister Bishop’s address given at the International
Airport site to Commemorate Jeremiah Richardson Day, on Sunday, 18 April 1982 consisted of
two parts: Part 1 – Jeremiah Richardson, and Part 2 – the International Airport Project [see
040182 - 063082 Appendix].[170]Jeremiah “Tall Twelve” Richardson murdered at Jubilee Street,
Grenville on Good Friday, 20 April 1973, marked the commemoration. The court found [31
October 1973] that Zephrine Charles, former member of the RGPF, was guilty of Richardson’s
murder.[171]Prime Minister Bishop, at the groundbreaking ceremony for the new terminal
building, looked back to the International Airport Solidarity Rally of 12 April 1981:The unity of our
people which we saw on April 12, last year [1981], when in a rally that was perhaps even bigger
than this one, thousands of our people came down to this very spot, to demonstrate our deepest
solidarity for the project.Thousands of our people came down to this spot one year ago to say
loud and clear to the United States imperialists that regardless of what they think or what they
want to do or how they feel, the project was going to go ahead.Our people came out in their
thousands and demonstrated that unity, and that has been a major factor in ensuring that no one



has or will ever be able to stop this project. [172]Monday, 19 April 1982Dessima Williams,
Ambassador of Grenada to the Organization of American States in Washington, D.C. wrote a
letter to the Washington Post newspaper. The headline for the signed letter was “The View from
Grenada.”[173]Ambassador Williams ended her letter to the newspaper:His [Reagan’s]
Barbados comments indicate a total disregard for the international accepted principle of non-
interference in the internal affairs of a sovereign country. [174]Tuesday, 20 April 1982The Armed
Forces of Grenada produced their own newspaper called Fedon: Voice of the People’s
Revolutionary Armed Forces, vol. 1 no. 1, price 50c – “Fedon Is Here”.[175]Tuesday, 20 April thru
Sunday, 25 April 1982 – Ochoa Sent to Grenada to Assess MilitaryThe late Maurice Paterson
picked up the word on the street in Grenada:In May 1982, a major shake-up took place in the
Cuban Military Mission.It was a consequence of General Ochoa’s visit earlier that month.The
new Chief of Mission was now Colonel Pedro Tortolo.Grenada ChroniclesReagan in Barbados
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newspaper from neighboring Barbados.[1]The article titled “This ‘Rubbish’ of a Cuban Naval
Base in Grenada” showed a map by an unnamed artist and a photo of Maurice Bishop alongside
the headline.[2]The quote for the headline came from a Bishop press conference statement on
14 March 1982. The map below appeared in the April 1982 issue of Caribbean Contact
newspaper. [3]A British journalist, Rod Prince, wrote the article. He had been in Grenada in
March 1982 for the Third Anniversary celebrations. Rod Prince was also a correspondent for
Caribbean Contact newspaper. The article was datelined St. George’s; the date Prince wrote the
article is unknown; most likely March 1982.[4]Spurred by an article in the 22 February 1982
issue of the London Daily Telegraph newspaper, Prince recounted the article reprint in
Dominica’s New Chronicle newspaper.[5]Rod Prince sought to discount the claims of the Daily
Telegraph newspaper article. Journalist Prince said three [3] non-Grenadian journalists had
visited Grenada, exploring the area of the claims from the Daily Telegraph newspaper. There
were dredging projects, but nothing similar to what the Daily Telegraph newspaper article
implied, according to Rod Prince.[6]Egmont Harbor itself took in yachts and small boats during
inclement weather and hurricanes.¶Correspondent Rod Prince made note of only three
embassies in St. George’s – meaning the embassy buildings for Cuba, Libya and Venezuela.
[7]¶The National Housing Repair Program [NHRP] distribution to 81 qualified families in the first
quarter of 1982 was EC$71,000.[8]The Housing Repair Program started in January 1980,
granted interest-free loans to $1,000 and long-term payment options to qualified rural workers.
Official reports said that since the introduction of the program 1,600 families received such loans.
[9]¶An April 1982 issue of the Media Worker newsletter contained a brief year’s history of
Television Grenada by TFG worker Joan Ross:[TFG grew out of Grenada Television]which
existed as a government-private sector partnership, prior to the Revolution.The People’s
Revolutionary Government, in early 1981, purchased all shares in the former Grenada
Television, according to Joan Ross. She added,The equipment was for the main part
unusable.The system itself inherited by TFG comprised a ‘Booster’ transmitter which brought in
the Trinidad and Tobago (TTT) TV signal.Local programming was confined to nightly news,
headlines, without film or video clips, before GTV switched over to TTT.”[10]The broadcasts on
Television Free Grenada [TFG] in 1982 reached only St. George’s on Channels 7 and 12. The
television station ran with the aid of external training for workers and on-the-job training. The new
equipment enabled a signal increase to cover reception in the North and East of Grenada.
[11]¶There was additional power at Radio Free Grenada. Grenadian citizens had previously
listened to Voice of America [VOA] or Radio Antilles where they received good reception on their
home radios. The new medium wave transmitter at Beausejour extended the reach of radio
waves. Peter David was RFG’s Manager.[12]¶The government-owned Free West Indian
newspaper received new equipment from the German Democratic Republic [GDR]. Among the
items was a two-color offset press with a 2-hour production time. [13]Before the new equipment
installation, a press run took 12 hours more. The press workers, Wallace Bascombe and Glen
Boney, received training on the machine in the GDR.[14]The newspaper also received from the



GDR a color separation camera, light tables, sinks for full color work.[15]Typesetting improved
due to electric typewriters and IBM composers to produce justified camera-ready copy using a
variety of proportional fonts to three modern linotype machines,[16] typing in three different sizes.
[17]Three modern linotype machines, typing in three different sizes, expanded typesetting done
by the electric typewriters and IBM composers. The FWI newspaper also received a small
letterpress, and a stand-by generator. Norris Steele was a press operator.[18]¶The Cuban
community in Grenada at April 1982 numbered 407 members with 352 UNECA workers, 18 in
fisheries and 15 in health.[19]¶Manuel Pineiro Losada presented an address titled “Imperialism
& Revolution in Latin America and the Caribbean” at conference in Havana sponsored by the
Communist Party of Cuba and World Marxist Review.[20]Manuel Pineiro
Losada¶[Uncorroborated] The project Prime Minister Bishop spoke of, about tourism
development, was the subject of an online discussion dated 4 July 2003, posted by Michael
Miller:In April 1982 I was assigned as a photographer to travel about with a USAID team of
“tourism development experts” who were (supposedly) mapping potential resort development
sites around Grenada and the Grenadines.The team consisted of six Argentinian and Bolivian
men, who spent each day travelling about the coastline on a nicely equipped (50mm on the
bow!) speedboat, looking for potential tourism development sites.We covered the entire
circumference of Grenada, as well as nearby cays and many tiny uninhabited islands northward
towards St. Vincent.I photographed extensively, and provided copies to the team’s leader.At one
point during the assignment, while we were looking at the airport construction project at Pt.
Salines from a high promintory (sic) up the west road, it dawned on me that these boys were
mapping possible invasion sites!(I was well aware of the imminent threat from the Reagan
regime, and had seen US destroyers lurking on the island’s horizons from my mountaintop
cottage…)Just before my wife and I had to leave, the USAID team invited us to dinner at their
villa.During our conversation, they asked multiple questions about ‘what I thought’ about the rift
between Bishop’s supporters and the Coard Faction.(Thankfully, I did not know much beyond
the usual street rumours and scuttle.)During this dinner session, it also became chillingly clear to
me that this “Tourism study team” was in all likelihood a CIA undercover cadre seeking to
advance the US’ plans to increase PRG internal frictions, and also to map the island’s coastline
for the coming ‘rescue mission.Since that day, there has never been any doubt in my mind that
the CIA was somehow ‘instrumental’ in engineering the tragedy that ended the Revo.
[21]¶Jeronimo Carrera, in the World Marxist Review of April 1982 interviewed Prime Minister
Maurice Bishop. Carrera was a member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Venezuela. The official theoretical journal of the Communist Movement, reputedly, was the World
Marxist Review.[22]Bishop explained “at length” why the NJM joined the Socialist International
[SI].[23]Bishop said, in what appears to be the Afterward section, the following:We see this
revolution as being in the national democratic stage.We are an anti-imperialist party and
government and we believe that the process we are involved in at this time is an anti-imperialist,
national democratic socialist oriented state of development. [24]¶“’The consumer comes first’ –



How revolutionary government controls prices” was the title of Baxter Smith’s undated article in
Intercontinental Press newspaper.[25]The quote was a statement made by the Grenada
Comptroller of Supplies in the Ministry of Trade, Algernon Antoine. Monthly government price
schedules appeared on supermarket walls. The New Jewel, as Baxter Smith termed it, had
trebled the fines violators were paying during Gairy days, if enforced. A resident price-control
inspector in Carriacou planned for the sister isle was in the works.[26]Cuthbert Nixon, imports
manager at the Marketing and National Importing Board [MNIB] explained that all cement, rice,
and raw sugar imported through MNIB are from Cuba, Suriname and Guyana.[27]There was a
produce division of MNIB, buying fruits and vegetables from local state and private farms and
cooperatives, either selling the produce locally for lower prices, or exporting the goods.
[28]¶Additional equipment for Grenadian industries was purchased for the government-operated
Agro-Industry Plant; an industrial pepper grinding mill, a pasteurizer, a fruit-extraction pulper, a
semi-automatic can sealer and other canning equipment.[29]¶The U.S. National Security
Council [NSC] in Washington, DC issued a document on policy in Central America and Cuba for
the National Security Planning Group officially titled “U.S. Policy in Central America and Cuba
through F.Y. ’84, Summary Paper.”[30]Primary points in the NSC paper included the creation and
support of “democratic states” in Central America and against Cuba-model states. These Cuba-
model states establish a base for subversion and compromise U.S. interests.[31]The NSC
Planning Group members were the Vice President, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of
Defense, the Director of Central Intelligence, the Director of the National Security Council, and
the three top presidential aides— Edwin W. Meese 3d, Michael K. Deaver, and James A. Baker
3rd.[32]¶[Uncorroborated] The term “Central America” included the Caribbean in the minds of
many.Thursday, 1 April 1982Sally Shelton, former U.S. Ambassador to Grenada, wrote an
editorial for the New York Times newspaper titled “The Same Caribbean.” [33]Shelton was
talking about President Ronald Reagan’s speech to the Organization of American States [OAS]
on the Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI], 24 February 1982. At this time, Shelton was a fellow at
the Center for International Affairs at Harvard University.[34]She explained one of her points of
view:The Administration’s view of the Caribbean, and Cuba’s role there, seems based less on
West Indian realities than on the Administration’s insistence on fusing the Caribbean Islands with
the Central American isthmus. [35]Another point of view was her statement:West Indian opinion-
makers unanimously consider the main threat to their security not Cuba but rather the severe
poverty and double-digit unemployment plaguing nearly every island.The Reagan
Administration would do well to heed West Indians’ own perceptions of their problems rather
than insisting on an analysis made in Washington.The potential for Cuban mischief-making
should not be ignored but neither should it be exaggerated. [36]¶The East Caribbean Currency
Authority [ECCA] as of 1 April 1982 issued new coinage.[37]Alister Hughes went to lengths to
study the history of currency in the East Caribbean back to World War II. He presented a
detailed study in Newsletter.[38]¶Baxter Smith of Intercontinental Press interviewed Guyanese
lawyer Miles Fitzpatrick in St. George’s on 1 April 1982. Fitzpatrick was, officially, legal counsel in



Grenada’s Ministry of Justice. He offered his services for one year.[39]Thursday, 1 April thru
Friday, 2 April 1982A Socialist International [SI] meeting took place over two days in Bonn,
Germany. Grenada’s High Commissioner in London, Fennis Augustine, reported on the
Praesidium to Foreign Minister Unison Whiteman.[40]Attending the meeting were the
Sandinistas, Cuban Communist Party, Grenada New Jewel Movement, Salvadoran
Revolutionary National Party, Chilean Radical Party, and Jamaican People’s National Party,
according to World Affairs[41] magazine.[42]One extract from a memo written by Fennis
Augustine commented:Most sister parties seemed well disposed towards Grenada, although
some have reservations on what they see as the Marxist thrust of the N.J.M. [43]There were
attachments to Fennis Augustine’s memo including a Socialist International Press Release of
the Statement by the Meeting. The part applicable to Grenada stated:4. GrenadaThe
Socialist International supports the current efforts of the government of Grenada to work out a
new constitution with a view to holding elections. [44]Friday, 2 April 1982 – the Falklands WarThe
Falklands War began on 2 April 1982 when Australia took over two islands off its coast and the
British Government sent in its Navy.[45]The members of the Caribbean community [CARICOM]
supported Britain over Argentina in the Falkland Islands. Grenada supported Argentina.
[46]Sunday, 4 April 1982The Second Annual Convention of the Bank and General Workers
Union [BGWU] opened at the Dome, Grand Anse on Sunday, 4 April 1982.[47]The minutes of
the meeting told of a power outage at the Dome delaying the start up time to 11.35 hours. At the
beginning of the meeting, attendees sang “Forward March.” [48]Minister of Mobilization Selwyn
Strachan talked to trade union members, calling on the trade union movement in Grenada to
become more involved in the economic development of Grenada.[49]Strachan called for
additional union branch meetings; consistent and regular meetings. He looked toward
Production Committees, Emulation Committees and Grievance Committees.[50]President of the
BGWU Vincent Noel reported on BGWU’s activities over the past year and future
plans:democratisation of the union, the involvement of the union in the drawing up of production
targets, raising the levels of production and the development of the patriotic and international
consciousness.[51]Solidarity message were ready by the following organisations:(1) T.U.C.
[Trade Union Council] – J[ohn]. Ventour(2) C.I.W.U. [Commercial and Industrial Workers Union] –
A[nselm] De Bourg(3) T.A.W. U. [Technical and Allied Workers Union] – C[hester] Humphrey(4)
A.G.W.U. [Agricultural and General Workers' Union] – F[abian] Outram(5) P.W.U. [Public Workers
Union] – F[erron] Lowe(6) P.F.U. [Productive Farmers Union] – G[ellineau] James(7) N.Y.O.
[National Youth Organisation] – L[ionel] Goddard[52]There were two cultural performances by
the Mt. Gay N.Y.O. and two Pioneers recited poems.[53]¶The Jamaica Guardian newspaper
covered the [PAJ] Press Association of Jamaica’s report on Grenada that said:[Grenada has]
more press freedom now than before the coup. [54]¶A Special Branch investigator, Corporal 99,
visited the home of a Grenadian citizen who told him that a certain person was forming a new
political party. The subject title of the report to the Head of Special Branch was “Counter
Activities.”[55]Thursday, 8 April 1982Prime Minister Bishop addressed a gathering at Otway



House. Bishop had an opportunity to respond the same day, 8 April 1982, the Reagans were in
Barbados. Bishop spoke at the official opening of the reconstructed Seamen & Waterfront
Workers Union [SWWU] building on the Carenage, called Otway House [see 040182 – 063082
Appendix].[56]Bishop called President Reagan’s “presence” in Barbados “insulting,” according
to Alister Hughes at Otway House.[57]Maurice Bishop said, in part:And comrades I think, too, it
is very important, when we think over the next few days about the meaning of this presence in
Barbados today and over the next few days, where several Caribbean Prime Ministers have
gone to hold discussions with President Reagan, we need to bear in mind and to bear in mind
very, very clearly that what this presence also does is that it insults the people of our region in a
number of very fundamental ways.Bishop itemized the insults in his Otway House speech.The
Prime Minister commented on Reagan’s recent words:I take this opportunity to tell Reagan that
the kind of democracy he speaks of and the kind he practices, we are not interested in. [58]One
“insult” comment was because President Reagan was using Caribbean soil as a place to attack
Caribbean countries and tell Caribbean peoples who may benefit and under what conditions
from the Caribbean Basin Initiative.[59]Prime Minister Bishop said at the official opening of the
SWWU building that he thought President Reagan insulted Barbados:. . . the President was
being transported by helicopter because Barbados’ roads were thought to be too narrow, cars
had been brought in because Barbados’ vehicles were thought decrepit, an entire hospital had
been set up because Barbados’ medical facilities were considered inadequate and even food,
water and toilet paper had been flown in. [60]In short, Bishop said that America’s democracy
resulted in agovernment of the rich, by the rich, for the rich, against the poor. [61]The Prime
Minister responded to the subject of Grenada’s supposed lack of democracy:We want to say to
Reagan here and now that the kind of democracy that he speaks of and the kind of democracy
that he practices—we in Grenada are not in the least bit interested in that kind of democracy.A
democracy which fires 10 million workers, because that is the number of workers that are out of
work today in the United States.A democracy which in one blow fires 14,000 air traffic controllers
and then moves to decertify their union.A democracy which cuts the social benefits to the
poorest people and the poorest workers in the United States.A democracy which closes down
hospitals and closes down schools, a democracy which cuts back on Medicare, a democracy
which cuts back on food stamps for the poor.A democracy which removes housing subsidies, a
democracy which cuts farmers’ subsidies.A democracy which is aimed at removing all the rights
which the workers and the poor of the United States from the time of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt’s presidency have fought for, have struggled for, and have gained over these last 40
years.That brand and version of democracy is not a democracy that we are interested in.
[62]What international journalists took away from Prime Minister Maurice Bishop’s remarks
about the Caribbean Basin Initiative was that Reagan’s aid plan for the Eastern Caribbean was
“absolute chicken feed,” amounting to 6 cents a day per person.[63]¶Eric Pierre, SWWU
Secretary told the history of the Otway House, which was purchased in 1960 for the SWWU by
then President George Otway. Reconstruction of the building began in 1980 and continued to



1982. [64]¶Stanley Roberts, Assistant SWWU Secretary, held in detention since 11 July 1981,
sent regrets to SWWU for not attending the official opening on 8 April of the reconstructed
Seamen & Waterfront Workers Union [SWWU] building on the Carenage, called Otway House.
[65]Thursday, 8 April thru 11 Sunday 1982 – Reagans in BarbadosPresident Ronald and his wife
Nancy Reagan landed in Bridgetown from Kingston, Jamaica for the President’s “working
vacation.”Their trip was delayed from previous plans in February, erroneously reported by Flora
Lewis in the New York Times newspaper of 7 February 1982.[66]On their way from Washington,
D.C., the Reagans stopped in Jamaica on Wednesday, 7 April 1982 for the President to meet
with Jamaica’s Prime Minister Edward Seaga.[67]¶United States President Ronald Reagan and
his wife Nancy were invited to Barbados by an old friend of the Reagans, former film star
Claudette Colbert, noted for her role in the Hollywood film It Happened One Night.[68]There
were security delays about the Colbert home destination. President and Mrs. Reagan were
redirected to stay at Casa de Pablo, a private home owned by Paul H. Brandt, president and
chairman of the board of A. Brandt Co., Inc. of Ft. Worth, Texas.[69]¶The Reagans were met on
Thursday, 8 April 1982 at Grantley Adams International Airport by Ambassador Bish, Prime
Minister and Mrs. J.M.G. (Tom) Adams and a delegation of Barbados officials.[70]The Reagans
went on to the U.S. Ambassador Milan Bish’s Bridgetown residence.President Reagan held a
meeting and working luncheon with R. Milton Cato of St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Prime
Minister Vere C. Bird, Sr. of Antigua and Barbuda, Prime Minister Eugenia Charles of Dominica
and Premier Kennedy Simmonds of St. Kitts-Nevis, and Prime Minister Adams of Barbados.
[71]In a short talk given at the oceanside residence of Milan D. Bish, U.S. Ambassador to
Barbados, President Reagan talked about Grenada:El Salvador isn’t the only country that’s
being threatened with Marxism, and I think all of us are concerned with the overturn of
Westminster parliamentary democracy in Grenada.That country now bears the Soviet and
Cuban trademark, which means that it will attempt to spread the virus among its neighbors.
[72]Boston Globe newspaper staffer Curtis Wilkie caught this moment:As for Reagan’s assertion
that a Marxist takeover of the tiny island of Grenada might cause that country to “attempt to
spread the virus among its neighbors,” Adams was skeptical.With a wry, diplomatic smile, he
said he “looked forward to the spread of the democratic virus into Grenada.” [73]Following the
afternoon at Milan Bish’s oceanside home, the President went to Paul Brandt’s private home.
[74]The evening of Thursday, 8 April 1982, the Presdident was at the official residence [at Ilaro
Court] of Prime Minister Tom Adams. President Reagan spoke at a reception.[75]The Reagans
attended a private dinner at the home of Claudette Colbert, then took a Marine helicopter to Paul
Brandt’s home for the night. [76]¶Good Friday was on 9 April 1982. A Boston Globe newspaper
reporter noted President Reagan’s activity:On Friday, Reagan aides emphasized the working
aspect of his day – his national security briefing in the morning and his five-minute telephone
conversation with Secretary of State Alexander Haig that night.An official announcement also
suggested that the President would spend part of the afternoon writing this weekend’s radio
speech.[77]¶A radio broadcast was set up from the private Brandt home during the afternoon of



Monday, April 10 1982. The speech was “Radio Address to the Nation on the Caribbean Basin
Initiative and Student Loans.”[78]The President said, in part:The Caribbean Basin is our third
border.Through it comes two-thirds of all our imported oil and over half the strategic minerals we
need to import for industry and our national defense. [79]¶The Reagans flew to Washington,
D.C. from their 4-day Barbadian vacation on Tuesday, April 11 1982.[80]¶An unidentified
American official in Barbados spoke to Boston Globe newspaper reporter Curtis Wilkie. The
official said about Grenada:Grenada is not excluded from Reagan’s program, the official said,
but pointed out that “the President made it clear that Grenada’s inclusion would require a visible
change in its policy and pattern of behavior. [81]¶The Reagan visit to the Caribbean resulted in
an interpretation by one of the PRG’s prime boosters, Chris Searle, who declared:This new
Caribbean scepticism about Reagan’s intentions was made more profound by the latter’s
disastrous visit to Barbados during mid-1982 on a ‘working holiday’, when his security aides
pushed aside Barbadian pressmen with racist insults and where the President isolated himself
from anything home-produced in the Caribbean even to the extent of bringing with him his own
drinking water and toilet tissue.[82]Barbadian reporters assigned to cover the Reagan
delegation in Barbados complained about the President’s security in various printed reports.
Their description of United States Secret Servicemen was white men favoring an all-white
foreign press corps. Barbadian journalists, according to the Free West Indian newspaper, met
profound distrust.[83]Later, on 17 April 1982, Prime Minister Bishop spoke at the First
Conference of Journalists from the Caribbean Area, saying this about Reagan in Barbados:The
character of this visit and the inflammatory remarks made by President Reagan constituted a
fundamental insult to the people of Barbados, the people of the Caribbean and the regional
journalist community.Firstly, Reagan ignores Mr. Michael Manley, opposition leader in Jamaica,
during his one day visit there, then shortly after landing in Barbados, on the soil of a sister
Caricom Nation, he launches a vehement attack on Grenada, another member of the Caribbean
Community.During his four-day stay he insultingly refuses to drive in a car provided by the
Barbadian people, or eat Barbadian food or accept the quality of Barbadian health care.This
illustrious gentleman who fancies himself as a 20th century emperor not only takes with him a
royal entourage of hundreds of courtiers and minions armed even with their own toilet paper but
also a battalion of swarming Western newsmen who enjoy free access to all the places and
events that the Emperor graces with his presence while Barbadian and Caribbean journalists are
harassed, bullied and denied their national and professional rights to cover the visit by Reagan’s
crew of racist security goons.This insult, this imperial arrogance, this wanton and contemptible
disrespect on the sovereign soil of our region, comrades, deserves the strongest condemnation
from all democratic and independent minded people of our Caribbean. [84]Tuesday, 6 April
1982A major military maneuver in the Caribbean, “Readex 282,” was to have begun on this day
with 39 ships and over 200 aircraft from the United States Atlantic fleet. In addition, there were
two air carrier battle groups. British ships were part of this exercise.[85]¶The suicide of a British
national, Dr. David Seegobin, internationalist worker, was officially documented at 6 April



1982.Permanent Secretary for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Ashley C. Taylor sent a letter from
Robert P. Whillock, the U.K. representative in Grenada, to the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Health.[86]The Commissioner of Police also received a copy and another copy went to the
Permanent Secretary in the Prime Minister’s Office.[87]The sensitive matter was about British
national David Seegobin.[88]Doctor D. Seegobin was born in Guyana. He was a naturalized
British citizen and an internationalist worker at the Grenada Ministry of Health.[89]The
“Seegobin affair,” a personal and tragic matter, involved Grenada security and British officials.
David Seegobin’s death was allegedly a suicide. Seegobin had been charged with the rape of
another internationalist worker. The incident was handled in a low-keyed manner and
documentation was private.The matter continued when David Seegobin’s sister wrote to a friend
of David Seegobin who knew Maurice Bishop. She commented:. . . tragic death . . . the
circumstances of which remain unclear to his family and friends.To this date we have had no
statement from the Government of Grenada, the British Government or any other source about
the cause of his death.This has increased the distress to my parents.Dave conveyed a kindred
spirit between the two of you and indicated that you had encouraged him to go to Grenada
where his skills could be put to good use.If you have or can obtain any information which would
dispel the darkness pervading his tragedy, I and all the family, would be indebted.Thank you.
[90]Wednesday, 7 April 1982The President of the Grenada Chamber of Commerce [GCC],
David Minors, told Alister Hughes on 7 April 1982 that the recent joint Government and Chamber
of Congress delegation from Grenada to Washington DC was not in complete agreement.
[91]The Grenadians were in Washington, D.C. to lobby in connection with the Caribbean Basin
Initiative [CBI] Plan. Members of the delegation included David Minors from the Chamber and
Deputy Minister of Finance Lyden Ramdhanny representing the PRG.[92]Journalist Hughes was
a member of the Grenada Chamber of Commerce, and looked closely into the fine details of the
two views.[93]It is unknown the exact dates when the delegation was in the United States.The
Grenada delegation did not meet with any Congressional Committee, but they did meet with 16
Congressional representatives and their aides. The Black Caucus and Grenada’s Ambassador
to the Organization of American States, Dessima Williams, organized the meeting with
congressional representatives.[94]The sense Alister Hughes got from David Minors was that the
real concern of the United States, in relation to Grenada’s activities, was security. The U.S.
concern was triggered by misgivings about the International Airport and its possible use for
military purposes.[95]Minors told Hughes he pointed out to Congressional representatives, who
asked about a military purpose for the airport, was that at 9,000 feet, the Point Salines runway
was no longer than, and was shorter than, most of the international airport runways in the
Caribbean including Guyana, Trinidad, Barbados, St. Lucia, Antigua, Guadeloupe and
Martinique.[96][Uncorroborated] The argument was that runway lengths on other Caribbean
islands were longer. One response to the argument was the runway lengths were set during the
time of World War II when they were constructed.Minors summed up:You could see, however
that the Point Saline airport is very much on their minds. [97]In the discussion of Alister Hughes



with David Minors, the point that the Grenada Chamber of Commerce [GCC] had not been able
to publish its monthly bulletin was a concern.The Newspaper (Publications) Law, People's Law
Number 18 of 1981, signed by Maurice Bishop on 19 June 1981 restricted the group from
publishing. Government officials kept saying the GCC was an exception, according to Hughes,
but the officials failed to keep their promise.[98]The Chamber of Commerce, according to
Minors, did have opportunities to interact and discuss with government, but Minors said:a lot of it
is just talk and nothing happens. [99]Moreover, government had other priorities, according to
Alister Hughes.[100]¶The Political Bureau met on 7 April 1982. [101] Those present at the
meeting were (1) Hudson Austin, (2) Maurice Bishop, (3) Bernard Coard, (4) George Louison
and (5) Selwyn Strachan.[102] Members absent were Unison Whiteman and Kenrick Radix.
[103]For this meeting, receipt of the Minutes by signature was documented and was required of
the seven [7] Political Bureau members.[104]Agenda:[105]1. Ron Dellums2. CDC/
Grenlec3. Dome4. Airport Meeting Report5. Outstanding Bills – March 136.
Journalist Conference7. Plessey8. DPRK – Korea9. Mass Activities – Lenin’s
Birthday, Jeremiah Richardson’s Day, May Day, Playa de Giron.10. Correspondence11.
Surinamese12. Fund-raising Committee Report13. Falkland Islands[excerpt] [106]4.
Comrade Strachan reported on the first part of a meeting he and Comrade Austin held with the
workers at the site of the International Airport. He stated the following:-- the meeting lasted 4
hours.- it is clear that the workers and management are to get the blame- Rullow “got plenty
blows”; he is under tremendous pressure- there is a friction/gap between the Grenadian and
Cuban workers- the Grenadian workers claim they are not getting recognition- both sides are
cursing each other- women workers experiencing problems – inadequate transport etc.- claim
that management is not giving time to do voluntary work and are not giving support for the
MilitiaComrade Strachan told them the following as means of solving the problems:-the union
has to be a vibrant force and complaints must be brought to themthe union must be involved in
decision-making re. the workersPolitical Commissar to be appointed (“Piano”, Gordon or
MacLean)Disciplinary committee must be set upregular staff meetings must be held.[excerpt]
[107]8. Comrade Strachan will be our representative to the birth (sic) anniversary [15 April 1982]
of the North Korean leader, instead of the Comrade Leader.Thursday, 8 April 1982Jacqueline
Braveboy-Wagner, Caribbean scholar, wrote a signed editorial in the Los Angeles Times
newspaper titled “We’re Missing the Boat in Denying Aid to Grenada.”[108]Among her
comments was this one:It is understandable that in these hard times the American taxpayer is
antagonistic toward foreign aid in general and toward the notion of aid to “unfriendly” countries in
particular.Nevertheless, it is Washington’s “do as I say or else” attitude that has largely shaped a
hostile Grenadian foreign policy up to this point.It should be remembered that Fidel Castro’s
dependence on the Soviet Union rose in direct proportion to U.S. negativism toward him.
[109]Thursday, 8 April thru Thursday, 15 April 1982 – Strachan Visit to North KoreaMinister of
Mobilization Selwyn Strachan traveled to the Korean peninsula to attend the national festival of
the Democratic People’s Republic of Korea (DPRK). The celebration was for President Kim II



Sung’s 70th birthday.The decision at the 7 April 1982 Political Bureau meeting was that Selwyn
Strachan would represent Grenada at DPRK’s birth celebration for Kim Il Sung [on 15 April 1982]
[110] of North Korea.[111]Strachan returned to Grenada the week of Monday, 19 April 1982 after
visiting India and the Indira Gandhi government.[112]He discussed technical and economic
assistance for Grenada with DPRK officials, and cooperation with Indira Gandhi.[113]Friday, 9
April 1982Good Friday is a religious date observed by many Grenadians.Friday, 9 April thru
Thursday, 15 April 1982 – Ron Dellums Visits GrenadaUnited States Representative Ronald
“Ron” Dellums (D—California) visited Grenada, resting over the weekend before starting his
program on Monday 12 April 1982.[114]The United States Congressional representative put
himself on a fact-finding mission to Grenada to determine the full use of the new airport, if its
future use was military in some manner.[115]Dellums was Chairman of the House
Subcommittee on Military Construction. Timothy Ashby wrote that Dellums was allegedly on a
fact-finding trip to judge whether Cuban construction projects on the island had any military
significance.[116]Saturday, 10 April 1982An unsigned editorial appeared in the Free West Indian
newspaper ending with these statements:Reagan, remember, we are the sons of slaves and
indentured servants who made the journey across in shackles and poverty.We may have our
differences, but these are our rocks in the Caribbean Sea.We will solve our problems without
you dictating to us what we are or what we must be.The Caribbean is not an American lake.We
will decide our own destiny. [117]¶Grenada received 150 tons of Surinamese rice as a gift from
the European Economic Commission [EEC] at no cost. The shipment ended the 1981 Food Aid
Program from the EEC. [118]Grenada had previously received 400 tons of dried milk and 30
tons of butter in the EEC program.[119]For 1982, the European Economic Community [EEC]
Food Aid Program scheduled shipments of 350 tons of dried milk, 30 tons of butter oil, some 50
tons of rice and some 100 tons of “wheat or flour.” All goods cost the Grenada Government
nothing.[120] Most of the shipments were complete by June 1982.[121]Sunday, 11 April 1982 –
EasterEaster Sunday was a religious holiday.[122]Sunday, 11 April 1982 – Seamoon Racetrack
sold to the PRGAlister Hughes reported on the finalization of the sale of the Seamoon
racecourse to the People’s Revolutionary Government. The Grenada Racing Company
shareholders met on this day and formally took the GRC into liquidation.[123]Attorney General
Kenrick Radix announced the acquisition of the Seamoon property by the PRG in November
1981. Radix said the 50 acres and a pavilion bought by the PRG occurred through negotiations
with the Ramdhanny family.[124]The public terms of the sale, according to L.L. Ramdhanny,
President of the Grenada Racing Co. Ltd [GRC], was that over the 12-month period of January
to December 1981, the PRG had been making monthly installments. Each month the PRG paid
EC$12,500 bringing the total amount at the end of 1981 to EC$150,000. The GRC was also to
have received $150,000 in International Airport bonds.[125]Monday, 12 April 1982A Special
Branch Report of Counter Activities on 12 April 1982 concerned activities in Region II, Mirabeau
and Byelands. In the last part of the report to the Head of Special Branch, the investigator
said:The Counters are trying their best to win over the people on their side, so some immediate



steps have to be taken to stop such things. [126]¶The 12 April 1982 issue of the U.S. News &
World Report claimed Grenada aimed for defenses backed by Cuba and the Soviet Union.
[127]Tuesday, 13 April 1982Grenadian journalist Alister Hughes’ telephone was back in use,
following a directive from the Security Services to the Grenada Telephone Company. The
Hughes family telephone, disconnected since 19 June 1981 [10 months], was a fact Newsletter
publicized. The Hughes automobile, seized on 19 June 1981, remained confiscated as of April
1982.[128]¶The Chief Personnel Officer of the Public Service Commission, wrote that effective 1
April 1982 photographer Arthur Winner was the photographer for the Information Division of the
Prime Minister’s Ministry.[129] Photographer Winner completed his probationary period of two
years, starting 24 April 1980.[130]¶Grenada received two buses and two trucks from Libya. The
buses were equipped with large luggage compartments. Each bus could carry 28 passengers.
The purpose for the buses was to transport luggage and passengers to and from the
International Airport.[131]Wednesday, 14 April 1982The Canadian High Commissioner Allan
Roger arrived in Grenada for an official visit. Roger travelled with R.V. Gorham, Assistant Under-
Secretary of State for External Affairs in the Canadian Government. Gorham’s duties covered
the Caribbean and Latin America. The two were in Grenada to give the Canadian view of the
Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI] to the PRG.[132]Canada had aided projects in Grenada,
especially the EC$20 million Cocoa Rehabilitation and Development project. Lesser projects
discussed included the Carriacou jetty replacement, a Sauteurs school restoration, a library van,
a health van and the “provision” of a Law Library for the Supreme Court.[133]A
misunderstanding was unraveled during the visit of the two Canadian officials with Prime
Minister Bishop. Prime Minister Bishop, according to Canadian High Commissioner Allan Roger,
had thought Canada abandoned the Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI] when this was not so.
[134]R.V. Gorham said the Caracas CBI meeting in August 1982 would review developments
and that by the time of the meeting the United States Congress would have approved the
Caribbean Basin Plan put forward by the Reagan Administration.[135]Official R.V. Gorham
refuted the charge that the United States was putting a large percentage of the CBI funds to
military aid, especially for El Salvador:The Americans have a number of budgets and one is for
economic development assistance for the Caribbean region, that is, the CBI proposal.They also
have military aid budgets for many countries of the world, including El Salvador. They have
made no secret of that, but that is totally separate and distinct from what they are doing in terms
of economic deve-lopment assistance.[136]¶Deputy Finance Minister Lyden Ramdhanny held a
press conference talking about the various CBI proposals and looking towards the “original
idea.” [137]Ramdhanny encouraged Caribbean governments and people to call for a:. . .
genuinely multilateral, non-discriminatory, non-military CBI in which Mexico can participate fully,
in which Canada will feel constrained to be actively involved, in which Venezuela could
contribute and in which the European Economic Community will play a major role.
[138]Thursday, 15 April 1982Alister Hughes noted Foreign Minister Unison Whiteman’s
declaration on the Falklands issue in April 1982. The declaration stated that Grenada supported



Argentina, as did the Organization of American States [OAS], the Non-Aligned Movement and
Socialist International [SI].[139]Hughes quoted Whiteman:We believe that the fundamental
question is a colonial question, it is a question of colonisation.Argentina's claim to sovereignty
over the Islands is not a new claim, it is a claim that goes back 150 years and, therefore, since
our Government subscribes to the end to colonialism [32], we believe Argentina's claim is just
and Argentina's aspiration to ownership of the islands is a just aspiration. [140]The Falkland
Islands issue was one of “regularizing an old historical contradiction,” according to Whiteman,
who also said the PRG does not approve of using force.[141]A just settlement and a joint
commission of Argentina and Britain “should work out a timetable for the return of the islands to
Argentina.” [142]Whiteman said:We have no information that there is any threat or danger to the
lives of the people of the Falklands.If this were the case, we would have had a different attitude,
but there is no information that their lives are in danger. [143]Despite Whiteman’s observation of
the return of the islands to Argentina, the Falkland Islands ownership by Britain after the defeat
of Argentine forces was firm.[144]Friday, 16 April 1982A report from Special Branch determined
that the overseer at Grand Bacolet Estate had an M-52 rifle and was sometimes threatening
people on the private estate grounds.[145]Friday, 16 April thru Sunday, 18 April 1982Four indoor
rallies to observe Playa Giron/Bay of Pigs,[146] 17–19 April 1961, planned for St. Andrew’s, St.
George’s, St. Patrick’s and Carriacou, came about through the Armed Forces. Political Bureau
members – Austin, G. Louison, B. Coard/Radix/Whiteman and Maurice Bishop were to attend
the rallies respectively.[147]¶Baxter Smith, correspondent for Intercontinental Press, covering
the rallies, quoted a Cuban Lieutenant Colonel:Cuban Lieutenant Colonel Richard Wilson told
the St. George’s rally how the United States had been thwarted in its efforts to militarily turn back
the Cuban revolution with a mercenary army. [148]Saturday, 17 April thru Tuesday, 20 April 1982
– First Conference of Journalists from the English-Speaking CaribbeanThe First Conference of
about 100 journalists from the English-speaking Caribbean gathered in Grenada on Saturday, 17
April 1982.The conference attendees heard the opening address by Minister of Information
Maurice Bishop. Journalists from the Caribbean attended, as well as Latin America [see 040182
- 063082 Appendix].[149]Unison Whiteman was to close the Journalist Conference and Bernard
Coard was to host a Press Conference after the Airport Rally on Sunday, 18 April 1982.[150]The
Media Workers Association of Free Grenada [MWAFG], the Press Association of Jamaica [PAJ]
and the Federation of Latin American Journalists [FELAP] sponsored the three-day conference.
[151]Some attendees at the conference were specially invited guests. They were:Jiri Kubka,
secretary general of the International Organisation of Journalists (IOJ)Aggrey Brown, head of
the University of the West Indies Institute of Mass Communications in JamaicaGill Noble,
prominent black television producer in the United StatesHugh Cholmondeley, regional
representative of the United Nationals Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO)Canero Roque, an expert on the new international information order in the Latin
American Economic System (SELA). [152]Others who were present were:Ben Brodie, chairman
of the [Press Association of Jamaica] PAJBaldonero Rios, secretary general of [Federation of



Latin American Journalists] FELAPErnesto Vera, president of the Union of Cuban Journalists
(UPEC)Miguel Ateaga, secretary in the IOJ secretariatRicky Singh, editor of Caribbean Contact.
[153]Grenada’s delegation consisted of ten [10] persons. Those noted by the government-
owned Free West Indian newspaper were:MWAFG President Ray DonaldMWAFG Vice-
president Don Rojas[154]A paper by Don Rojas, a Federation of Latin American Journalists
[FELAP] paper, a paper by Jiri Kubka and another by Elaine Wallace, Secretary of the PAJ, were
among the conference documents, which included country reports on media at home presented
by Nicaragua, El Salvador and others.[155]Discussion items included the New International
Economic Order [NIEO],[156] “democratization of journalism” in the region and the role of
journalists in the struggle for world peace.[157]The Prime Minister’s speech discussed the New
World Information Order [NWIO].[158]Bishop said:. . . the struggle for a new world information
order spearheaded by the world’s democratic forces and stoutly resisted by the transnational
media monopolists and mafia in the West must be seen within the context of the developing
international class struggle which has gathered momentum in recent times with the successes
of, in particular, the anti-colonialist and national liberation forces in the Third World. [159]Reports
on the treatment of Caribbean journalists during President Reagan’s visit to Barbados on 8 April
1982 became the subject of a resolution charging that:The people of the Caribbean, of Jamaica
and Barbados in particular, and the journalists of these countries, were the subject of
discrimination and racism by members of the entourage of United States President Ronald
Reagan who visited the Caribbean recently . . . [160]Journalists formed associations and unions,
and then considered a resolution about Freedom of the Press in the Caribbean Region.[161]The
Resolution for Freedom of the Press in the Caribbean Region stated, in part:Governments in the
Region and also the owners of private media houses to cease victimisation, censorship.
Harassment, discrimination and repression of media workers. [162]The Resolution called
on:Governments in particular territories to withdraw all legislation and decrees that impinge on
the freedom of journalists and media workers to carry out their legitimate and professional duties
of information the people of their countries to better equip them for contribution to the struggle
for national development, liberation and the New World Information Order.[163]A resolution on
the final day of the Journalist Conference passed as did a Declaration adopted by the group that
condemned the United States of America and President Reagan for holding military maneuvers
in the Caribbean. The Declaration called for cancellation of Operation “Ocean Venture
’82.”[164]Also at the final plenary session of the Journalists Conference, in the Final Declaration,
commendation extended to the government of Cuba and the People’s Revolutionary
Government for settling examples in “democratisation of the media.”[165]Bernard Coard, Deputy
Prime Minister and Minister of Finance held a press session for the Conference journalists. One
of the items discussed was a draft tourism code dealing with sea setbacks for hotels, maximum
heights of hotels, public access to beaches, the beach frontage of the hotels, sewerage
distribution, architectural technique to increase the use of solar power and other factors.
[166]The private sector, according to Coard, had adefinite role to play in Grenada’s economy,



society and development.[167]Coard stressed, relating to tourism, the indigenous culture of
Grenada:The tourist must come and appreciate our indigenous culture.We are not going to alter
our culture to suit tourists, and we have a fantastic local cuisine we are going to try and
increasingly interest our tourists in that. [168]The Minister of Finance was looking toward a
tourist with a “progressive political outlook.” He explained:In this regard, it is instructive that close
to, and in some cases over, 50% of all the people of western Europe in virtually every election,
vote for ‘left’ parties.We think therefore, that there is tremendous development there for the
development of a Tourism Industry which is immune to the propaganda destabilisation of U.S.
imperialism. [169]Sunday, 18 April 1982 – International Airport Terminal Building Opening –
Bishop on Jeremiah Richardson DayPrime Minister Bishop’s address given at the International
Airport site to Commemorate Jeremiah Richardson Day, on Sunday, 18 April 1982 consisted of
two parts: Part 1 – Jeremiah Richardson, and Part 2 – the International Airport Project [see
040182 - 063082 Appendix].[170]Jeremiah “Tall Twelve” Richardson murdered at Jubilee Street,
Grenville on Good Friday, 20 April 1973, marked the commemoration. The court found [31
October 1973] that Zephrine Charles, former member of the RGPF, was guilty of Richardson’s
murder.[171]Prime Minister Bishop, at the groundbreaking ceremony for the new terminal
building, looked back to the International Airport Solidarity Rally of 12 April 1981:The unity of our
people which we saw on April 12, last year [1981], when in a rally that was perhaps even bigger
than this one, thousands of our people came down to this very spot, to demonstrate our deepest
solidarity for the project.Thousands of our people came down to this spot one year ago to say
loud and clear to the United States imperialists that regardless of what they think or what they
want to do or how they feel, the project was going to go ahead.Our people came out in their
thousands and demonstrated that unity, and that has been a major factor in ensuring that no one
has or will ever be able to stop this project. [172]Monday, 19 April 1982Dessima Williams,
Ambassador of Grenada to the Organization of American States in Washington, D.C. wrote a
letter to the Washington Post newspaper. The headline for the signed letter was “The View from
Grenada.”[173]Ambassador Williams ended her letter to the newspaper:His [Reagan’s]
Barbados comments indicate a total disregard for the international accepted principle of non-
interference in the internal affairs of a sovereign country. [174]Tuesday, 20 April 1982The Armed
Forces of Grenada produced their own newspaper called Fedon: Voice of the People’s
Revolutionary Armed Forces, vol. 1 no. 1, price 50c – “Fedon Is Here”.[175]Tuesday, 20 April thru
Sunday, 25 April 1982 – Ochoa Sent to Grenada to Assess MilitaryThe late Maurice Paterson
picked up the word on the street in Grenada:In May 1982, a major shake-up took place in the
Cuban Military Mission.It was a consequence of General Ochoa’s visit earlier that month.The
new Chief of Mission was now Colonel Pedro Tortolo.April - 1982Talk about the Government of
Grenada and its plan for development was the subject of an article in the Caribbean Contact
newspaper from neighboring Barbados.[1]The article titled “This ‘Rubbish’ of a Cuban Naval
Base in Grenada” showed a map by an unnamed artist and a photo of Maurice Bishop alongside
the headline.[2]The quote for the headline came from a Bishop press conference statement on



14 March 1982. The map below appeared in the April 1982 issue of Caribbean Contact
newspaper. [3]A British journalist, Rod Prince, wrote the article. He had been in Grenada in
March 1982 for the Third Anniversary celebrations. Rod Prince was also a correspondent for
Caribbean Contact newspaper. The article was datelined St. George’s; the date Prince wrote the
article is unknown; most likely March 1982.[4]Spurred by an article in the 22 February 1982
issue of the London Daily Telegraph newspaper, Prince recounted the article reprint in
Dominica’s New Chronicle newspaper.[5]Rod Prince sought to discount the claims of the Daily
Telegraph newspaper article. Journalist Prince said three [3] non-Grenadian journalists had
visited Grenada, exploring the area of the claims from the Daily Telegraph newspaper. There
were dredging projects, but nothing similar to what the Daily Telegraph newspaper article
implied, according to Rod Prince.[6]Egmont Harbor itself took in yachts and small boats during
inclement weather and hurricanes.¶Correspondent Rod Prince made note of only three
embassies in St. George’s – meaning the embassy buildings for Cuba, Libya and Venezuela.
[7]¶The National Housing Repair Program [NHRP] distribution to 81 qualified families in the first
quarter of 1982 was EC$71,000.[8]The Housing Repair Program started in January 1980,
granted interest-free loans to $1,000 and long-term payment options to qualified rural workers.
Official reports said that since the introduction of the program 1,600 families received such loans.
[9]¶An April 1982 issue of the Media Worker newsletter contained a brief year’s history of
Television Grenada by TFG worker Joan Ross:[TFG grew out of Grenada Television]which
existed as a government-private sector partnership, prior to the Revolution.[TFG grew out of
Grenada Television]which existed as a government-private sector partnership, prior to the
Revolution.The People’s Revolutionary Government, in early 1981, purchased all shares in the
former Grenada Television, according to Joan Ross. She added,The equipment was for the main
part unusable.The system itself inherited by TFG comprised a ‘Booster’ transmitter which
brought in the Trinidad and Tobago (TTT) TV signal.Local programming was confined to nightly
news, headlines, without film or video clips, before GTV switched over to TTT.”[10]The
equipment was for the main part unusable.The system itself inherited by TFG comprised a
‘Booster’ transmitter which brought in the Trinidad and Tobago (TTT) TV signal.Local
programming was confined to nightly news, headlines, without film or video clips, before GTV
switched over to TTT.”[10]The broadcasts on Television Free Grenada [TFG] in 1982 reached
only St. George’s on Channels 7 and 12. The television station ran with the aid of external
training for workers and on-the-job training. The new equipment enabled a signal increase to
cover reception in the North and East of Grenada.[11]¶There was additional power at Radio
Free Grenada. Grenadian citizens had previously listened to Voice of America [VOA] or Radio
Antilles where they received good reception on their home radios. The new medium wave
transmitter at Beausejour extended the reach of radio waves. Peter David was RFG’s Manager.
[12]¶The government-owned Free West Indian newspaper received new equipment from the
German Democratic Republic [GDR]. Among the items was a two-color offset press with a 2-
hour production time. [13]Before the new equipment installation, a press run took 12 hours more.



The press workers, Wallace Bascombe and Glen Boney, received training on the machine in the
GDR.[14]The newspaper also received from the GDR a color separation camera, light tables,
sinks for full color work.[15]Typesetting improved due to electric typewriters and IBM composers
to produce justified camera-ready copy using a variety of proportional fonts to three modern
linotype machines,[16] typing in three different sizes.[17]Three modern linotype machines,
typing in three different sizes, expanded typesetting done by the electric typewriters and IBM
composers. The FWI newspaper also received a small letterpress, and a stand-by generator.
Norris Steele was a press operator.[18]¶The Cuban community in Grenada at April 1982
numbered 407 members with 352 UNECA workers, 18 in fisheries and 15 in health.[19]¶Manuel
Pineiro Losada presented an address titled “Imperialism & Revolution in Latin America and the
Caribbean” at conference in Havana sponsored by the Communist Party of Cuba and World
Marxist Review.[20]Manuel Pineiro Losada¶[Uncorroborated] The project Prime Minister Bishop
spoke of, about tourism development, was the subject of an online discussion dated 4 July
2003, posted by Michael Miller:In April 1982 I was assigned as a photographer to travel about
with a USAID team of “tourism development experts” who were (supposedly) mapping potential
resort development sites around Grenada and the Grenadines.The team consisted of six
Argentinian and Bolivian men, who spent each day travelling about the coastline on a nicely
equipped (50mm on the bow!) speedboat, looking for potential tourism development sites.We
covered the entire circumference of Grenada, as well as nearby cays and many tiny uninhabited
islands northward towards St. Vincent.I photographed extensively, and provided copies to the
team’s leader.At one point during the assignment, while we were looking at the airport
construction project at Pt. Salines from a high promintory (sic) up the west road, it dawned on
me that these boys were mapping possible invasion sites!(I was well aware of the imminent
threat from the Reagan regime, and had seen US destroyers lurking on the island’s horizons
from my mountaintop cottage…)Just before my wife and I had to leave, the USAID team invited
us to dinner at their villa.During our conversation, they asked multiple questions about ‘what I
thought’ about the rift between Bishop’s supporters and the Coard Faction.(Thankfully, I did not
know much beyond the usual street rumours and scuttle.)During this dinner session, it also
became chillingly clear to me that this “Tourism study team” was in all likelihood a CIA
undercover cadre seeking to advance the US’ plans to increase PRG internal frictions, and also
to map the island’s coastline for the coming ‘rescue mission.Since that day, there has never
been any doubt in my mind that the CIA was somehow ‘instrumental’ in engineering the tragedy
that ended the Revo. [21]In April 1982 I was assigned as a photographer to travel about with a
USAID team of “tourism development experts” who were (supposedly) mapping potential resort
development sites around Grenada and the Grenadines.The team consisted of six Argentinian
and Bolivian men, who spent each day travelling about the coastline on a nicely equipped
(50mm on the bow!) speedboat, looking for potential tourism development sites.We covered the
entire circumference of Grenada, as well as nearby cays and many tiny uninhabited islands
northward towards St. Vincent.I photographed extensively, and provided copies to the team’s



leader.At one point during the assignment, while we were looking at the airport construction
project at Pt. Salines from a high promintory (sic) up the west road, it dawned on me that these
boys were mapping possible invasion sites!(I was well aware of the imminent threat from the
Reagan regime, and had seen US destroyers lurking on the island’s horizons from my
mountaintop cottage…)Just before my wife and I had to leave, the USAID team invited us to
dinner at their villa.During our conversation, they asked multiple questions about ‘what I thought’
about the rift between Bishop’s supporters and the Coard Faction.(Thankfully, I did not know
much beyond the usual street rumours and scuttle.)During this dinner session, it also became
chillingly clear to me that this “Tourism study team” was in all likelihood a CIA undercover cadre
seeking to advance the US’ plans to increase PRG internal frictions, and also to map the island’s
coastline for the coming ‘rescue mission.Since that day, there has never been any doubt in my
mind that the CIA was somehow ‘instrumental’ in engineering the tragedy that ended the Revo.
[21]¶Jeronimo Carrera, in the World Marxist Review of April 1982 interviewed Prime Minister
Maurice Bishop. Carrera was a member of the Central Committee of the Communist Party of
Venezuela. The official theoretical journal of the Communist Movement, reputedly, was the World
Marxist Review.[22]Bishop explained “at length” why the NJM joined the Socialist International
[SI].[23]Bishop said, in what appears to be the Afterward section, the following:We see this
revolution as being in the national democratic stage.We are an anti-imperialist party and
government and we believe that the process we are involved in at this time is an anti-imperialist,
national democratic socialist oriented state of development. [24]We see this revolution as being
in the national democratic stage.We are an anti-imperialist party and government and we believe
that the process we are involved in at this time is an anti-imperialist, national democratic socialist
oriented state of development. [24]¶“’The consumer comes first’ – How revolutionary
government controls prices” was the title of Baxter Smith’s undated article in Intercontinental
Press newspaper.[25]The quote was a statement made by the Grenada Comptroller of Supplies
in the Ministry of Trade, Algernon Antoine. Monthly government price schedules appeared on
supermarket walls. The New Jewel, as Baxter Smith termed it, had trebled the fines violators
were paying during Gairy days, if enforced. A resident price-control inspector in Carriacou
planned for the sister isle was in the works.[26]Cuthbert Nixon, imports manager at the
Marketing and National Importing Board [MNIB] explained that all cement, rice, and raw sugar
imported through MNIB are from Cuba, Suriname and Guyana.[27]There was a produce division
of MNIB, buying fruits and vegetables from local state and private farms and cooperatives, either
selling the produce locally for lower prices, or exporting the goods.[28]¶Additional equipment for
Grenadian industries was purchased for the government-operated Agro-Industry Plant; an
industrial pepper grinding mill, a pasteurizer, a fruit-extraction pulper, a semi-automatic can
sealer and other canning equipment.[29]¶The U.S. National Security Council [NSC] in
Washington, DC issued a document on policy in Central America and Cuba for the National
Security Planning Group officially titled “U.S. Policy in Central America and Cuba through F.Y.
’84, Summary Paper.”[30]Primary points in the NSC paper included the creation and support of



“democratic states” in Central America and against Cuba-model states. These Cuba-model
states establish a base for subversion and compromise U.S. interests.[31]The NSC Planning
Group members were the Vice President, the Secretary of State, the Secretary of Defense, the
Director of Central Intelligence, the Director of the National Security Council, and the three top
presidential aides— Edwin W. Meese 3d, Michael K. Deaver, and James A. Baker 3rd.
[32]¶[Uncorroborated] The term “Central America” included the Caribbean in the minds of
many.Thursday, 1 April 1982Sally Shelton, former U.S. Ambassador to Grenada, wrote an
editorial for the New York Times newspaper titled “The Same Caribbean.” [33]Shelton was
talking about President Ronald Reagan’s speech to the Organization of American States [OAS]
on the Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI], 24 February 1982. At this time, Shelton was a fellow at
the Center for International Affairs at Harvard University.[34]She explained one of her points of
view:The Administration’s view of the Caribbean, and Cuba’s role there, seems based less on
West Indian realities than on the Administration’s insistence on fusing the Caribbean Islands with
the Central American isthmus. [35]The Administration’s view of the Caribbean, and Cuba’s role
there, seems based less on West Indian realities than on the Administration’s insistence on
fusing the Caribbean Islands with the Central American isthmus. [35]Another point of view was
her statement:West Indian opinion-makers unanimously consider the main threat to their
security not Cuba but rather the severe poverty and double-digit unemployment plaguing nearly
every island.The Reagan Administration would do well to heed West Indians’ own perceptions of
their problems rather than insisting on an analysis made in Washington.The potential for Cuban
mischief-making should not be ignored but neither should it be exaggerated. [36]West Indian
opinion-makers unanimously consider the main threat to their security not Cuba but rather the
severe poverty and double-digit unemployment plaguing nearly every island.The Reagan
Administration would do well to heed West Indians’ own perceptions of their problems rather
than insisting on an analysis made in Washington.The potential for Cuban mischief-making
should not be ignored but neither should it be exaggerated. [36]¶The East Caribbean Currency
Authority [ECCA] as of 1 April 1982 issued new coinage.[37]Alister Hughes went to lengths to
study the history of currency in the East Caribbean back to World War II. He presented a
detailed study in Newsletter.[38]¶Baxter Smith of Intercontinental Press interviewed Guyanese
lawyer Miles Fitzpatrick in St. George’s on 1 April 1982. Fitzpatrick was, officially, legal counsel in
Grenada’s Ministry of Justice. He offered his services for one year.[39]Thursday, 1 April thru
Friday, 2 April 1982A Socialist International [SI] meeting took place over two days in Bonn,
Germany. Grenada’s High Commissioner in London, Fennis Augustine, reported on the
Praesidium to Foreign Minister Unison Whiteman.[40]Attending the meeting were the
Sandinistas, Cuban Communist Party, Grenada New Jewel Movement, Salvadoran
Revolutionary National Party, Chilean Radical Party, and Jamaican People’s National Party,
according to World Affairs[41] magazine.[42]One extract from a memo written by Fennis
Augustine commented:Most sister parties seemed well disposed towards Grenada, although
some have reservations on what they see as the Marxist thrust of the N.J.M. [43]Most sister



parties seemed well disposed towards Grenada, although some have reservations on what they
see as the Marxist thrust of the N.J.M. [43]There were attachments to Fennis Augustine’s memo
including a Socialist International Press Release of the Statement by the Meeting. The part
applicable to Grenada stated:4. GrenadaThe Socialist International supports the current
efforts of the government of Grenada to work out a new constitution with a view to holding
elections. [44]4. GrenadaThe Socialist International supports the current efforts of the
government of Grenada to work out a new constitution with a view to holding elections.
[44]Friday, 2 April 1982 – the Falklands WarThe Falklands War began on 2 April 1982 when
Australia took over two islands off its coast and the British Government sent in its Navy.[45]The
members of the Caribbean community [CARICOM] supported Britain over Argentina in the
Falkland Islands. Grenada supported Argentina.[46]Sunday, 4 April 1982The Second Annual
Convention of the Bank and General Workers Union [BGWU] opened at the Dome, Grand Anse
on Sunday, 4 April 1982.[47]The minutes of the meeting told of a power outage at the Dome
delaying the start up time to 11.35 hours. At the beginning of the meeting, attendees sang
“Forward March.” [48]Minister of Mobilization Selwyn Strachan talked to trade union members,
calling on the trade union movement in Grenada to become more involved in the economic
development of Grenada.[49]Strachan called for additional union branch meetings; consistent
and regular meetings. He looked toward Production Committees, Emulation Committees and
Grievance Committees.[50]President of the BGWU Vincent Noel reported on BGWU’s activities
over the past year and future plans:democratisation of the union, the involvement of the union in
the drawing up of production targets, raising the levels of production and the development of the
patriotic and international consciousness.[51]democratisation of the union, the involvement of
the union in the drawing up of production targets, raising the levels of production and the
development of the patriotic and international consciousness.[51]Solidarity message were ready
by the following organisations:(1) T.U.C. [Trade Union Council] – J[ohn]. Ventour(2) C.I.W.U.
[Commercial and Industrial Workers Union] – A[nselm] De Bourg(3) T.A.W. U. [Technical and
Allied Workers Union] – C[hester] Humphrey(4) A.G.W.U. [Agricultural and General Workers'
Union] – F[abian] Outram(5) P.W.U. [Public Workers Union] – F[erron] Lowe(6) P.F.U. [Productive
Farmers Union] – G[ellineau] James(7) N.Y.O. [National Youth Organisation] – L[ionel]
Goddard[52](1) T.U.C. [Trade Union Council] – J[ohn]. Ventour(2) C.I.W.U. [Commercial and
Industrial Workers Union] – A[nselm] De Bourg(3) T.A.W. U. [Technical and Allied Workers Union]
– C[hester] Humphrey(4) A.G.W.U. [Agricultural and General Workers' Union] – F[abian]
Outram(5) P.W.U. [Public Workers Union] – F[erron] Lowe(6) P.F.U. [Productive Farmers Union] –
G[ellineau] James(7) N.Y.O. [National Youth Organisation] – L[ionel] Goddard[52]There were two
cultural performances by the Mt. Gay N.Y.O. and two Pioneers recited poems.[53]¶The Jamaica
Guardian newspaper covered the [PAJ] Press Association of Jamaica’s report on Grenada that
said:[Grenada has] more press freedom now than before the coup. [54][Grenada has] more
press freedom now than before the coup. [54]¶A Special Branch investigator, Corporal 99,
visited the home of a Grenadian citizen who told him that a certain person was forming a new



political party. The subject title of the report to the Head of Special Branch was “Counter
Activities.”[55]Thursday, 8 April 1982Prime Minister Bishop addressed a gathering at Otway
House. Bishop had an opportunity to respond the same day, 8 April 1982, the Reagans were in
Barbados. Bishop spoke at the official opening of the reconstructed Seamen & Waterfront
Workers Union [SWWU] building on the Carenage, called Otway House [see 040182 – 063082
Appendix].[56]Bishop called President Reagan’s “presence” in Barbados “insulting,” according
to Alister Hughes at Otway House.[57]Maurice Bishop said, in part:And comrades I think, too, it
is very important, when we think over the next few days about the meaning of this presence in
Barbados today and over the next few days, where several Caribbean Prime Ministers have
gone to hold discussions with President Reagan, we need to bear in mind and to bear in mind
very, very clearly that what this presence also does is that it insults the people of our region in a
number of very fundamental ways.And comrades I think, too, it is very important, when we think
over the next few days about the meaning of this presence in Barbados today and over the next
few days, where several Caribbean Prime Ministers have gone to hold discussions with
President Reagan, we need to bear in mind and to bear in mind very, very clearly that what this
presence also does is that it insults the people of our region in a number of very fundamental
ways.Bishop itemized the insults in his Otway House speech.The Prime Minister commented on
Reagan’s recent words:I take this opportunity to tell Reagan that the kind of democracy he
speaks of and the kind he practices, we are not interested in. [58]I take this opportunity to tell
Reagan that the kind of democracy he speaks of and the kind he practices, we are not
interested in. [58]One “insult” comment was because President Reagan was using Caribbean
soil as a place to attack Caribbean countries and tell Caribbean peoples who may benefit and
under what conditions from the Caribbean Basin Initiative.[59]Prime Minister Bishop said at the
official opening of the SWWU building that he thought President Reagan insulted Barbados:. . .
the President was being transported by helicopter because Barbados’ roads were thought to be
too narrow, cars had been brought in because Barbados’ vehicles were thought decrepit, an
entire hospital had been set up because Barbados’ medical facilities were considered
inadequate and even food, water and toilet paper had been flown in. [60]. . . the President was
being transported by helicopter because Barbados’ roads were thought to be too narrow, cars
had been brought in because Barbados’ vehicles were thought decrepit, an entire hospital had
been set up because Barbados’ medical facilities were considered inadequate and even food,
water and toilet paper had been flown in. [60]In short, Bishop said that America’s democracy
resulted in agovernment of the rich, by the rich, for the rich, against the poor. [61]government of
the rich, by the rich, for the rich, against the poor. [61]The Prime Minister responded to the
subject of Grenada’s supposed lack of democracy:We want to say to Reagan here and now that
the kind of democracy that he speaks of and the kind of democracy that he practices—we in
Grenada are not in the least bit interested in that kind of democracy.A democracy which fires 10
million workers, because that is the number of workers that are out of work today in the United
States.A democracy which in one blow fires 14,000 air traffic controllers and then moves to



decertify their union.A democracy which cuts the social benefits to the poorest people and the
poorest workers in the United States.A democracy which closes down hospitals and closes
down schools, a democracy which cuts back on Medicare, a democracy which cuts back on
food stamps for the poor.A democracy which removes housing subsidies, a democracy which
cuts farmers’ subsidies.A democracy which is aimed at removing all the rights which the workers
and the poor of the United States from the time of Franklin Delano Roosevelt’s presidency have
fought for, have struggled for, and have gained over these last 40 years.That brand and version
of democracy is not a democracy that we are interested in. [62]We want to say to Reagan here
and now that the kind of democracy that he speaks of and the kind of democracy that he
practices—we in Grenada are not in the least bit interested in that kind of democracy.A
democracy which fires 10 million workers, because that is the number of workers that are out of
work today in the United States.A democracy which in one blow fires 14,000 air traffic controllers
and then moves to decertify their union.A democracy which cuts the social benefits to the
poorest people and the poorest workers in the United States.A democracy which closes down
hospitals and closes down schools, a democracy which cuts back on Medicare, a democracy
which cuts back on food stamps for the poor.A democracy which removes housing subsidies, a
democracy which cuts farmers’ subsidies.A democracy which is aimed at removing all the rights
which the workers and the poor of the United States from the time of Franklin Delano
Roosevelt’s presidency have fought for, have struggled for, and have gained over these last 40
years.That brand and version of democracy is not a democracy that we are interested in.
[62]What international journalists took away from Prime Minister Maurice Bishop’s remarks
about the Caribbean Basin Initiative was that Reagan’s aid plan for the Eastern Caribbean was
“absolute chicken feed,” amounting to 6 cents a day per person.[63]¶Eric Pierre, SWWU
Secretary told the history of the Otway House, which was purchased in 1960 for the SWWU by
then President George Otway. Reconstruction of the building began in 1980 and continued to
1982. [64]¶Stanley Roberts, Assistant SWWU Secretary, held in detention since 11 July 1981,
sent regrets to SWWU for not attending the official opening on 8 April of the reconstructed
Seamen & Waterfront Workers Union [SWWU] building on the Carenage, called Otway House.
[65]Thursday, 8 April thru 11 Sunday 1982 – Reagans in BarbadosPresident Ronald and his wife
Nancy Reagan landed in Bridgetown from Kingston, Jamaica for the President’s “working
vacation.”Their trip was delayed from previous plans in February, erroneously reported by Flora
Lewis in the New York Times newspaper of 7 February 1982.[66]On their way from Washington,
D.C., the Reagans stopped in Jamaica on Wednesday, 7 April 1982 for the President to meet
with Jamaica’s Prime Minister Edward Seaga.[67]¶United States President Ronald Reagan and
his wife Nancy were invited to Barbados by an old friend of the Reagans, former film star
Claudette Colbert, noted for her role in the Hollywood film It Happened One Night.[68]There
were security delays about the Colbert home destination. President and Mrs. Reagan were
redirected to stay at Casa de Pablo, a private home owned by Paul H. Brandt, president and
chairman of the board of A. Brandt Co., Inc. of Ft. Worth, Texas.[69]¶The Reagans were met on



Thursday, 8 April 1982 at Grantley Adams International Airport by Ambassador Bish, Prime
Minister and Mrs. J.M.G. (Tom) Adams and a delegation of Barbados officials.[70]The Reagans
went on to the U.S. Ambassador Milan Bish’s Bridgetown residence.President Reagan held a
meeting and working luncheon with R. Milton Cato of St. Vincent & the Grenadines, Prime
Minister Vere C. Bird, Sr. of Antigua and Barbuda, Prime Minister Eugenia Charles of Dominica
and Premier Kennedy Simmonds of St. Kitts-Nevis, and Prime Minister Adams of Barbados.
[71]In a short talk given at the oceanside residence of Milan D. Bish, U.S. Ambassador to
Barbados, President Reagan talked about Grenada:El Salvador isn’t the only country that’s
being threatened with Marxism, and I think all of us are concerned with the overturn of
Westminster parliamentary democracy in Grenada.That country now bears the Soviet and
Cuban trademark, which means that it will attempt to spread the virus among its neighbors.
[72]El Salvador isn’t the only country that’s being threatened with Marxism, and I think all of us
are concerned with the overturn of Westminster parliamentary democracy in Grenada.That
country now bears the Soviet and Cuban trademark, which means that it will attempt to spread
the virus among its neighbors. [72]Boston Globe newspaper staffer Curtis Wilkie caught this
moment:As for Reagan’s assertion that a Marxist takeover of the tiny island of Grenada might
cause that country to “attempt to spread the virus among its neighbors,” Adams was
skeptical.With a wry, diplomatic smile, he said he “looked forward to the spread of the
democratic virus into Grenada.” [73]As for Reagan’s assertion that a Marxist takeover of the tiny
island of Grenada might cause that country to “attempt to spread the virus among its neighbors,”
Adams was skeptical.With a wry, diplomatic smile, he said he “looked forward to the spread of
the democratic virus into Grenada.” [73]Following the afternoon at Milan Bish’s oceanside home,
the President went to Paul Brandt’s private home.[74]The evening of Thursday, 8 April 1982, the
Presdident was at the official residence [at Ilaro Court] of Prime Minister Tom Adams. President
Reagan spoke at a reception.[75]The Reagans attended a private dinner at the home of
Claudette Colbert, then took a Marine helicopter to Paul Brandt’s home for the night. [76]¶Good
Friday was on 9 April 1982. A Boston Globe newspaper reporter noted President Reagan’s
activity:On Friday, Reagan aides emphasized the working aspect of his day – his national
security briefing in the morning and his five-minute telephone conversation with Secretary of
State Alexander Haig that night.An official announcement also suggested that the President
would spend part of the afternoon writing this weekend’s radio speech.[77]On Friday, Reagan
aides emphasized the working aspect of his day – his national security briefing in the morning
and his five-minute telephone conversation with Secretary of State Alexander Haig that night.An
official announcement also suggested that the President would spend part of the afternoon
writing this weekend’s radio speech.[77]¶A radio broadcast was set up from the private Brandt
home during the afternoon of Monday, April 10 1982. The speech was “Radio Address to the
Nation on the Caribbean Basin Initiative and Student Loans.”[78]The President said, in part:The
Caribbean Basin is our third border.Through it comes two-thirds of all our imported oil and over
half the strategic minerals we need to import for industry and our national defense. [79]The



Caribbean Basin is our third border.Through it comes two-thirds of all our imported oil and over
half the strategic minerals we need to import for industry and our national defense. [79]¶The
Reagans flew to Washington, D.C. from their 4-day Barbadian vacation on Tuesday, April 11
1982.[80]¶An unidentified American official in Barbados spoke to Boston Globe newspaper
reporter Curtis Wilkie. The official said about Grenada:Grenada is not excluded from Reagan’s
program, the official said, but pointed out that “the President made it clear that Grenada’s
inclusion would require a visible change in its policy and pattern of behavior. [81]Grenada is not
excluded from Reagan’s program, the official said, but pointed out that “the President made it
clear that Grenada’s inclusion would require a visible change in its policy and pattern of
behavior. [81]¶The Reagan visit to the Caribbean resulted in an interpretation by one of the
PRG’s prime boosters, Chris Searle, who declared:This new Caribbean scepticism about
Reagan’s intentions was made more profound by the latter’s disastrous visit to Barbados during
mid-1982 on a ‘working holiday’, when his security aides pushed aside Barbadian pressmen
with racist insults and where the President isolated himself from anything home-produced in the
Caribbean even to the extent of bringing with him his own drinking water and toilet tissue.
[82]This new Caribbean scepticism about Reagan’s intentions was made more profound by the
latter’s disastrous visit to Barbados during mid-1982 on a ‘working holiday’, when his security
aides pushed aside Barbadian pressmen with racist insults and where the President isolated
himself from anything home-produced in the Caribbean even to the extent of bringing with him
his own drinking water and toilet tissue.[82]Barbadian reporters assigned to cover the Reagan
delegation in Barbados complained about the President’s security in various printed reports.
Their description of United States Secret Servicemen was white men favoring an all-white
foreign press corps. Barbadian journalists, according to the Free West Indian newspaper, met
profound distrust.[83]Later, on 17 April 1982, Prime Minister Bishop spoke at the First
Conference of Journalists from the Caribbean Area, saying this about Reagan in Barbados:The
character of this visit and the inflammatory remarks made by President Reagan constituted a
fundamental insult to the people of Barbados, the people of the Caribbean and the regional
journalist community.Firstly, Reagan ignores Mr. Michael Manley, opposition leader in Jamaica,
during his one day visit there, then shortly after landing in Barbados, on the soil of a sister
Caricom Nation, he launches a vehement attack on Grenada, another member of the Caribbean
Community.During his four-day stay he insultingly refuses to drive in a car provided by the
Barbadian people, or eat Barbadian food or accept the quality of Barbadian health care.This
illustrious gentleman who fancies himself as a 20th century emperor not only takes with him a
royal entourage of hundreds of courtiers and minions armed even with their own toilet paper but
also a battalion of swarming Western newsmen who enjoy free access to all the places and
events that the Emperor graces with his presence while Barbadian and Caribbean journalists are
harassed, bullied and denied their national and professional rights to cover the visit by Reagan’s
crew of racist security goons.This insult, this imperial arrogance, this wanton and contemptible
disrespect on the sovereign soil of our region, comrades, deserves the strongest condemnation



from all democratic and independent minded people of our Caribbean. [84]The character of this
visit and the inflammatory remarks made by President Reagan constituted a fundamental insult
to the people of Barbados, the people of the Caribbean and the regional journalist
community.Firstly, Reagan ignores Mr. Michael Manley, opposition leader in Jamaica, during his
one day visit there, then shortly after landing in Barbados, on the soil of a sister Caricom Nation,
he launches a vehement attack on Grenada, another member of the Caribbean
Community.During his four-day stay he insultingly refuses to drive in a car provided by the
Barbadian people, or eat Barbadian food or accept the quality of Barbadian health care.This
illustrious gentleman who fancies himself as a 20th century emperor not only takes with him a
royal entourage of hundreds of courtiers and minions armed even with their own toilet paper but
also a battalion of swarming Western newsmen who enjoy free access to all the places and
events that the Emperor graces with his presence while Barbadian and Caribbean journalists are
harassed, bullied and denied their national and professional rights to cover the visit by Reagan’s
crew of racist security goons.This insult, this imperial arrogance, this wanton and contemptible
disrespect on the sovereign soil of our region, comrades, deserves the strongest condemnation
from all democratic and independent minded people of our Caribbean. [84]Tuesday, 6 April
1982A major military maneuver in the Caribbean, “Readex 282,” was to have begun on this day
with 39 ships and over 200 aircraft from the United States Atlantic fleet. In addition, there were
two air carrier battle groups. British ships were part of this exercise.[85]¶The suicide of a British
national, Dr. David Seegobin, internationalist worker, was officially documented at 6 April
1982.Permanent Secretary for the Ministry of Foreign Affairs Ashley C. Taylor sent a letter from
Robert P. Whillock, the U.K. representative in Grenada, to the Permanent Secretary, Ministry of
Health.[86]The Commissioner of Police also received a copy and another copy went to the
Permanent Secretary in the Prime Minister’s Office.[87]The sensitive matter was about British
national David Seegobin.[88]Doctor D. Seegobin was born in Guyana. He was a naturalized
British citizen and an internationalist worker at the Grenada Ministry of Health.[89]The
“Seegobin affair,” a personal and tragic matter, involved Grenada security and British officials.
David Seegobin’s death was allegedly a suicide. Seegobin had been charged with the rape of
another internationalist worker. The incident was handled in a low-keyed manner and
documentation was private.The matter continued when David Seegobin’s sister wrote to a friend
of David Seegobin who knew Maurice Bishop. She commented:. . . tragic death . . . the
circumstances of which remain unclear to his family and friends.To this date we have had no
statement from the Government of Grenada, the British Government or any other source about
the cause of his death.This has increased the distress to my parents.Dave conveyed a kindred
spirit between the two of you and indicated that you had encouraged him to go to Grenada
where his skills could be put to good use.If you have or can obtain any information which would
dispel the darkness pervading his tragedy, I and all the family, would be indebted.Thank you.
[90]. . . tragic death . . . the circumstances of which remain unclear to his family and friends.To
this date we have had no statement from the Government of Grenada, the British Government or



any other source about the cause of his death.This has increased the distress to my
parents.Dave conveyed a kindred spirit between the two of you and indicated that you had
encouraged him to go to Grenada where his skills could be put to good use.If you have or can
obtain any information which would dispel the darkness pervading his tragedy, I and all the
family, would be indebted.Thank you. [90]Wednesday, 7 April 1982The President of the Grenada
Chamber of Commerce [GCC], David Minors, told Alister Hughes on 7 April 1982 that the recent
joint Government and Chamber of Congress delegation from Grenada to Washington DC was
not in complete agreement.[91]The Grenadians were in Washington, D.C. to lobby in connection
with the Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI] Plan. Members of the delegation included David Minors
from the Chamber and Deputy Minister of Finance Lyden Ramdhanny representing the PRG.
[92]Journalist Hughes was a member of the Grenada Chamber of Commerce, and looked
closely into the fine details of the two views.[93]It is unknown the exact dates when the
delegation was in the United States.The Grenada delegation did not meet with any
Congressional Committee, but they did meet with 16 Congressional representatives and their
aides. The Black Caucus and Grenada’s Ambassador to the Organization of American States,
Dessima Williams, organized the meeting with congressional representatives.[94]The sense
Alister Hughes got from David Minors was that the real concern of the United States, in relation
to Grenada’s activities, was security. The U.S. concern was triggered by misgivings about the
International Airport and its possible use for military purposes.[95]Minors told Hughes he
pointed out to Congressional representatives, who asked about a military purpose for the
airport, was that at 9,000 feet, the Point Salines runway was no longer than, and was shorter
than, most of the international airport runways in the Caribbean including Guyana, Trinidad,
Barbados, St. Lucia, Antigua, Guadeloupe and Martinique.[96][Uncorroborated] The argument
was that runway lengths on other Caribbean islands were longer. One response to the argument
was the runway lengths were set during the time of World War II when they were
constructed.Minors summed up:You could see, however that the Point Saline airport is very
much on their minds. [97]You could see, however that the Point Saline airport is very much on
their minds. [97]In the discussion of Alister Hughes with David Minors, the point that the
Grenada Chamber of Commerce [GCC] had not been able to publish its monthly bulletin was a
concern.The Newspaper (Publications) Law, People's Law Number 18 of 1981, signed by
Maurice Bishop on 19 June 1981 restricted the group from publishing. Government officials kept
saying the GCC was an exception, according to Hughes, but the officials failed to keep their
promise.[98]The Chamber of Commerce, according to Minors, did have opportunities to interact
and discuss with government, but Minors said:a lot of it is just talk and nothing happens. [99]a lot
of it is just talk and nothing happens. [99]Moreover, government had other priorities, according to
Alister Hughes.[100]¶The Political Bureau met on 7 April 1982. [101] Those present at the
meeting were (1) Hudson Austin, (2) Maurice Bishop, (3) Bernard Coard, (4) George Louison
and (5) Selwyn Strachan.[102] Members absent were Unison Whiteman and Kenrick Radix.
[103]For this meeting, receipt of the Minutes by signature was documented and was required of



the seven [7] Political Bureau members.[104]Agenda:[105]1. Ron Dellums2. CDC/
Grenlec3. Dome4. Airport Meeting Report5. Outstanding Bills – March 136.
Journalist Conference7. Plessey8. DPRK – Korea9. Mass Activities – Lenin’s
Birthday, Jeremiah Richardson’s Day, May Day, Playa de Giron.10. Correspondence11.
Surinamese12. Fund-raising Committee Report13. Falkland Islands[excerpt] [106]4.
Comrade Strachan reported on the first part of a meeting he and Comrade Austin held with the
workers at the site of the International Airport. He stated the following:-- the meeting lasted 4
hours.- it is clear that the workers and management are to get the blame- Rullow “got plenty
blows”; he is under tremendous pressure- there is a friction/gap between the Grenadian and
Cuban workers- the Grenadian workers claim they are not getting recognition- both sides are
cursing each other- women workers experiencing problems – inadequate transport etc.- claim
that management is not giving time to do voluntary work and are not giving support for the
MilitiaComrade Strachan told them the following as means of solving the problems:-the union
has to be a vibrant force and complaints must be brought to themthe union must be involved in
decision-making re. the workersPolitical Commissar to be appointed (“Piano”, Gordon or
MacLean)Disciplinary committee must be set upregular staff meetings must be held.the union
has to be a vibrant force and complaints must be brought to themthe union must be involved in
decision-making re. the workersPolitical Commissar to be appointed (“Piano”, Gordon or
MacLean)Disciplinary committee must be set upregular staff meetings must be held.[excerpt]
[107]8. Comrade Strachan will be our representative to the birth (sic) anniversary [15 April 1982]
of the North Korean leader, instead of the Comrade Leader.Thursday, 8 April 1982Jacqueline
Braveboy-Wagner, Caribbean scholar, wrote a signed editorial in the Los Angeles Times
newspaper titled “We’re Missing the Boat in Denying Aid to Grenada.”[108]Among her
comments was this one:It is understandable that in these hard times the American taxpayer is
antagonistic toward foreign aid in general and toward the notion of aid to “unfriendly” countries in
particular.Nevertheless, it is Washington’s “do as I say or else” attitude that has largely shaped a
hostile Grenadian foreign policy up to this point.It should be remembered that Fidel Castro’s
dependence on the Soviet Union rose in direct proportion to U.S. negativism toward him. [109]It
is understandable that in these hard times the American taxpayer is antagonistic toward foreign
aid in general and toward the notion of aid to “unfriendly” countries in particular.Nevertheless, it
is Washington’s “do as I say or else” attitude that has largely shaped a hostile Grenadian foreign
policy up to this point.It should be remembered that Fidel Castro’s dependence on the Soviet
Union rose in direct proportion to U.S. negativism toward him. [109]Thursday, 8 April thru
Thursday, 15 April 1982 – Strachan Visit to North KoreaMinister of Mobilization Selwyn Strachan
traveled to the Korean peninsula to attend the national festival of the Democratic People’s
Republic of Korea (DPRK). The celebration was for President Kim II Sung’s 70th birthday.The
decision at the 7 April 1982 Political Bureau meeting was that Selwyn Strachan would represent
Grenada at DPRK’s birth celebration for Kim Il Sung [on 15 April 1982][110] of North Korea.
[111]Strachan returned to Grenada the week of Monday, 19 April 1982 after visiting India and



the Indira Gandhi government.[112]He discussed technical and economic assistance for
Grenada with DPRK officials, and cooperation with Indira Gandhi.[113]Friday, 9 April 1982Good
Friday is a religious date observed by many Grenadians.Friday, 9 April thru Thursday, 15 April
1982 – Ron Dellums Visits GrenadaUnited States Representative Ronald “Ron” Dellums (D—
California) visited Grenada, resting over the weekend before starting his program on Monday 12
April 1982.[114]The United States Congressional representative put himself on a fact-finding
mission to Grenada to determine the full use of the new airport, if its future use was military in
some manner.[115]Dellums was Chairman of the House Subcommittee on Military Construction.
Timothy Ashby wrote that Dellums was allegedly on a fact-finding trip to judge whether Cuban
construction projects on the island had any military significance.[116]Saturday, 10 April 1982An
unsigned editorial appeared in the Free West Indian newspaper ending with these
statements:Reagan, remember, we are the sons of slaves and indentured servants who made
the journey across in shackles and poverty.We may have our differences, but these are our rocks
in the Caribbean Sea.We will solve our problems without you dictating to us what we are or what
we must be.The Caribbean is not an American lake.We will decide our own destiny.
[117]Reagan, remember, we are the sons of slaves and indentured servants who made the
journey across in shackles and poverty.We may have our differences, but these are our rocks in
the Caribbean Sea.We will solve our problems without you dictating to us what we are or what
we must be.The Caribbean is not an American lake.We will decide our own destiny.
[117]¶Grenada received 150 tons of Surinamese rice as a gift from the European Economic
Commission [EEC] at no cost. The shipment ended the 1981 Food Aid Program from the EEC.
[118]Grenada had previously received 400 tons of dried milk and 30 tons of butter in the EEC
program.[119]For 1982, the European Economic Community [EEC] Food Aid Program
scheduled shipments of 350 tons of dried milk, 30 tons of butter oil, some 50 tons of rice and
some 100 tons of “wheat or flour.” All goods cost the Grenada Government nothing.[120] Most of
the shipments were complete by June 1982.[121]Sunday, 11 April 1982 – EasterEaster Sunday
was a religious holiday.[122]Sunday, 11 April 1982 – Seamoon Racetrack sold to the PRGAlister
Hughes reported on the finalization of the sale of the Seamoon racecourse to the People’s
Revolutionary Government. The Grenada Racing Company shareholders met on this day and
formally took the GRC into liquidation.[123]Attorney General Kenrick Radix announced the
acquisition of the Seamoon property by the PRG in November 1981. Radix said the 50 acres
and a pavilion bought by the PRG occurred through negotiations with the Ramdhanny family.
[124]The public terms of the sale, according to L.L. Ramdhanny, President of the Grenada
Racing Co. Ltd [GRC], was that over the 12-month period of January to December 1981, the
PRG had been making monthly installments. Each month the PRG paid EC$12,500 bringing the
total amount at the end of 1981 to EC$150,000. The GRC was also to have received $150,000 in
International Airport bonds.[125]Monday, 12 April 1982A Special Branch Report of Counter
Activities on 12 April 1982 concerned activities in Region II, Mirabeau and Byelands. In the last
part of the report to the Head of Special Branch, the investigator said:The Counters are trying



their best to win over the people on their side, so some immediate steps have to be taken to stop
such things. [126]The Counters are trying their best to win over the people on their side, so
some immediate steps have to be taken to stop such things. [126]¶The 12 April 1982 issue of
the U.S. News & World Report claimed Grenada aimed for defenses backed by Cuba and the
Soviet Union.[127]Tuesday, 13 April 1982Grenadian journalist Alister Hughes’ telephone was
back in use, following a directive from the Security Services to the Grenada Telephone
Company. The Hughes family telephone, disconnected since 19 June 1981 [10 months], was a
fact Newsletter publicized. The Hughes automobile, seized on 19 June 1981, remained
confiscated as of April 1982.[128]¶The Chief Personnel Officer of the Public Service
Commission, wrote that effective 1 April 1982 photographer Arthur Winner was the
photographer for the Information Division of the Prime Minister’s Ministry.[129] Photographer
Winner completed his probationary period of two years, starting 24 April 1980.[130]¶Grenada
received two buses and two trucks from Libya. The buses were equipped with large luggage
compartments. Each bus could carry 28 passengers. The purpose for the buses was to transport
luggage and passengers to and from the International Airport.[131]Wednesday, 14 April
1982The Canadian High Commissioner Allan Roger arrived in Grenada for an official visit.
Roger travelled with R.V. Gorham, Assistant Under-Secretary of State for External Affairs in the
Canadian Government. Gorham’s duties covered the Caribbean and Latin America. The two
were in Grenada to give the Canadian view of the Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI] to the PRG.
[132]Canada had aided projects in Grenada, especially the EC$20 million Cocoa Rehabilitation
and Development project. Lesser projects discussed included the Carriacou jetty replacement, a
Sauteurs school restoration, a library van, a health van and the “provision” of a Law Library for
the Supreme Court.[133]A misunderstanding was unraveled during the visit of the two Canadian
officials with Prime Minister Bishop. Prime Minister Bishop, according to Canadian High
Commissioner Allan Roger, had thought Canada abandoned the Caribbean Basin Initiative [CBI]
when this was not so.[134]R.V. Gorham said the Caracas CBI meeting in August 1982 would
review developments and that by the time of the meeting the United States Congress would
have approved the Caribbean Basin Plan put forward by the Reagan Administration.[135]Official
R.V. Gorham refuted the charge that the United States was putting a large percentage of the CBI
funds to military aid, especially for El Salvador:The Americans have a number of budgets and
one is for economic development assistance for the Caribbean region, that is, the CBI
proposal.They also have military aid budgets for many countries of the world, including El
Salvador. They have made no secret of that, but that is totally separate and distinct from
what they are doing in terms of economic deve-lopment assistance.[136]The Americans have a
number of budgets and one is for economic development assistance for the Caribbean region,
that is, the CBI proposal.They also have military aid budgets for many countries of the world,
including El Salvador. They have made no secret of that, but that is totally separate and
distinct from what they are doing in terms of economic deve-lopment assistance.[136]¶Deputy
Finance Minister Lyden Ramdhanny held a press conference talking about the various CBI



proposals and looking towards the “original idea.” [137]Ramdhanny encouraged Caribbean
governments and people to call for a:. . . genuinely multilateral, non-discriminatory, non-military
CBI in which Mexico can participate fully, in which Canada will feel constrained to be actively
involved, in which Venezuela could contribute and in which the European Economic Community
will play a major role. [138]. . . genuinely multilateral, non-discriminatory, non-military CBI in
which Mexico can participate fully, in which Canada will feel constrained to be actively involved,
in which Venezuela could contribute and in which the European Economic Community will play a
major role. [138]Thursday, 15 April 1982Alister Hughes noted Foreign Minister Unison
Whiteman’s declaration on the Falklands issue in April 1982. The declaration stated that
Grenada supported Argentina, as did the Organization of American States [OAS], the Non-
Aligned Movement and Socialist International [SI].[139]Hughes quoted Whiteman:We believe
that the fundamental question is a colonial question, it is a question of colonisation.Argentina's
claim to sovereignty over the Islands is not a new claim, it is a claim that goes back 150 years
and, therefore, since our Government subscribes to the end to colonialism [32], we believe
Argentina's claim is just and Argentina's aspiration to ownership of the islands is a just
aspiration. [140]We believe that the fundamental question is a colonial question, it is a question
of colonisation.Argentina's claim to sovereignty over the Islands is not a new claim, it is a claim
that goes back 150 years and, therefore, since our Government subscribes to the end to
colonialism [32], we believe Argentina's claim is just and Argentina's aspiration to ownership of
the islands is a just aspiration. [140]The Falkland Islands issue was one of “regularizing an old
historical contradiction,” according to Whiteman, who also said the PRG does not approve of
using force.[141]A just settlement and a joint commission of Argentina and Britain “should work
out a timetable for the return of the islands to Argentina.” [142]Whiteman said:We have no
information that there is any threat or danger to the lives of the people of the Falklands.If this
were the case, we would have had a different attitude, but there is no information that their lives
are in danger. [143]We have no information that there is any threat or danger to the lives of the
people of the Falklands.If this were the case, we would have had a different attitude, but there is
no information that their lives are in danger. [143]Despite Whiteman’s observation of the return of
the islands to Argentina, the Falkland Islands ownership by Britain after the defeat of Argentine
forces was firm.[144]Friday, 16 April 1982A report from Special Branch determined that the
overseer at Grand Bacolet Estate had an M-52 rifle and was sometimes threatening people on
the private estate grounds.[145]Friday, 16 April thru Sunday, 18 April 1982Four indoor rallies to
observe Playa Giron/Bay of Pigs,[146] 17–19 April 1961, planned for St. Andrew’s, St. George’s,
St. Patrick’s and Carriacou, came about through the Armed Forces. Political Bureau members –
Austin, G. Louison, B. Coard/Radix/Whiteman and Maurice Bishop were to attend the rallies
respectively.[147]¶Baxter Smith, correspondent for Intercontinental Press, covering the rallies,
quoted a Cuban Lieutenant Colonel:Cuban Lieutenant Colonel Richard Wilson told the St.
George’s rally how the United States had been thwarted in its efforts to militarily turn back the
Cuban revolution with a mercenary army. [148]Cuban Lieutenant Colonel Richard Wilson told



the St. George’s rally how the United States had been thwarted in its efforts to militarily turn back
the Cuban revolution with a mercenary army. [148]Saturday, 17 April thru Tuesday, 20 April 1982
– First Conference of Journalists from the English-Speaking CaribbeanThe First Conference of
about 100 journalists from the English-speaking Caribbean gathered in Grenada on Saturday, 17
April 1982.The conference attendees heard the opening address by Minister of Information
Maurice Bishop. Journalists from the Caribbean attended, as well as Latin America [see 040182
- 063082 Appendix].[149]Unison Whiteman was to close the Journalist Conference and Bernard
Coard was to host a Press Conference after the Airport Rally on Sunday, 18 April 1982.[150]The
Media Workers Association of Free Grenada [MWAFG], the Press Association of Jamaica [PAJ]
and the Federation of Latin American Journalists [FELAP] sponsored the three-day conference.
[151]Some attendees at the conference were specially invited guests. They were:Jiri Kubka,
secretary general of the International Organisation of Journalists (IOJ)Aggrey Brown, head of
the University of the West Indies Institute of Mass Communications in JamaicaGill Noble,
prominent black television producer in the United StatesHugh Cholmondeley, regional
representative of the United Nationals Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation
(UNESCO)Canero Roque, an expert on the new international information order in the Latin
American Economic System (SELA). [152]Jiri Kubka, secretary general of the International
Organisation of Journalists (IOJ)Aggrey Brown, head of the University of the West Indies
Institute of Mass Communications in JamaicaGill Noble, prominent black television producer in
the United StatesHugh Cholmondeley, regional representative of the United Nationals
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organisation (UNESCO)Canero Roque, an expert on the
new international information order in the Latin American Economic System (SELA). [152]Others
who were present were:Ben Brodie, chairman of the [Press Association of Jamaica]
PAJBaldonero Rios, secretary general of [Federation of Latin American Journalists]
FELAPErnesto Vera, president of the Union of Cuban Journalists (UPEC)Miguel Ateaga,
secretary in the IOJ secretariatRicky Singh, editor of Caribbean Contact. [153]Ben Brodie,
chairman of the [Press Association of Jamaica] PAJBaldonero Rios, secretary general of
[Federation of Latin American Journalists] FELAPErnesto Vera, president of the Union of Cuban
Journalists (UPEC)Miguel Ateaga, secretary in the IOJ secretariatRicky Singh, editor of
Caribbean Contact. [153]Grenada’s delegation consisted of ten [10] persons. Those noted by
the government-owned Free West Indian newspaper were:MWAFG President Ray
DonaldMWAFG Vice-president Don Rojas[154]MWAFG President Ray DonaldMWAFG Vice-
president Don Rojas[154]A paper by Don Rojas, a Federation of Latin American Journalists
[FELAP] paper, a paper by Jiri Kubka and another by Elaine Wallace, Secretary of the PAJ, were
among the conference documents, which included country reports on media at home presented
by Nicaragua, El Salvador and others.[155]Discussion items included the New International
Economic Order [NIEO],[156] “democratization of journalism” in the region and the role of
journalists in the struggle for world peace.[157]The Prime Minister’s speech discussed the New
World Information Order [NWIO].[158]Bishop said:. . . the struggle for a new world information



order spearheaded by the world’s democratic forces and stoutly resisted by the transnational
media monopolists and mafia in the West must be seen within the context of the developing
international class struggle which has gathered momentum in recent times with the successes
of, in particular, the anti-colonialist and national liberation forces in the Third World. [159]. . . the
struggle for a new world information order spearheaded by the world’s democratic forces and
stoutly resisted by the transnational media monopolists and mafia in the West must be seen
within the context of the developing international class struggle which has gathered momentum
in recent times with the successes of, in particular, the anti-colonialist and national liberation
forces in the Third World. [159]Reports on the treatment of Caribbean journalists during
President Reagan’s visit to Barbados on 8 April 1982 became the subject of a resolution
charging that:The people of the Caribbean, of Jamaica and Barbados in particular, and the
journalists of these countries, were the subject of discrimination and racism by members of the
entourage of United States President Ronald Reagan who visited the Caribbean recently . . .
[160]The people of the Caribbean, of Jamaica and Barbados in particular, and the journalists of
these countries, were the subject of discrimination and racism by members of the entourage of
United States President Ronald Reagan who visited the Caribbean recently . . . [160]Journalists
formed associations and unions, and then considered a resolution about Freedom of the Press
in the Caribbean Region.[161]The Resolution for Freedom of the Press in the Caribbean Region
stated, in part:Governments in the Region and also the owners of private media houses to cease
victimisation, censorship. Harassment, discrimination and repression of media workers.
[162]Governments in the Region and also the owners of private media houses to cease
victimisation, censorship. Harassment, discrimination and repression of media workers.
[162]The Resolution called on:Governments in particular territories to withdraw all legislation
and decrees that impinge on the freedom of journalists and media workers to carry out their
legitimate and professional duties of information the people of their countries to better equip
them for contribution to the struggle for national development, liberation and the New World
Information Order.[163]Governments in particular territories to withdraw all legislation and
decrees that impinge on the freedom of journalists and media workers to carry out their
legitimate and professional duties of information the people of their countries to better equip
them for contribution to the struggle for national development, liberation and the New World
Information Order.[163]A resolution on the final day of the Journalist Conference passed as did
a Declaration adopted by the group that condemned the United States of America and President
Reagan for holding military maneuvers in the Caribbean. The Declaration called for cancellation
of Operation “Ocean Venture ’82.”[164]Also at the final plenary session of the Journalists
Conference, in the Final Declaration, commendation extended to the government of Cuba and
the People’s Revolutionary Government for settling examples in “democratisation of the
media.”[165]Bernard Coard, Deputy Prime Minister and Minister of Finance held a press session
for the Conference journalists. One of the items discussed was a draft tourism code dealing with
sea setbacks for hotels, maximum heights of hotels, public access to beaches, the beach



frontage of the hotels, sewerage distribution, architectural technique to increase the use of solar
power and other factors.[166]The private sector, according to Coard, had adefinite role to play in
Grenada’s economy, society and development.[167]definite role to play in Grenada’s economy,
society and development.[167]Coard stressed, relating to tourism, the indigenous culture of
Grenada:The tourist must come and appreciate our indigenous culture.We are not going to alter
our culture to suit tourists, and we have a fantastic local cuisine we are going to try and
increasingly interest our tourists in that. [168]The tourist must come and appreciate our
indigenous culture.We are not going to alter our culture to suit tourists, and we have a fantastic
local cuisine we are going to try and increasingly interest our tourists in that. [168]The Minister of
Finance was looking toward a tourist with a “progressive political outlook.” He explained:In this
regard, it is instructive that close to, and in some cases over, 50% of all the people of western
Europe in virtually every election, vote for ‘left’ parties.We think therefore, that there is
tremendous development there for the development of a Tourism Industry which is immune to
the propaganda destabilisation of U.S. imperialism. [169]In this regard, it is instructive that close
to, and in some cases over, 50% of all the people of western Europe in virtually every election,
vote for ‘left’ parties.We think therefore, that there is tremendous development there for the
development of a Tourism Industry which is immune to the propaganda destabilisation of U.S.
imperialism. [169]Sunday, 18 April 1982 – International Airport Terminal Building Opening –
Bishop on Jeremiah Richardson DayPrime Minister Bishop’s address given at the International
Airport site to Commemorate Jeremiah Richardson Day, on Sunday, 18 April 1982 consisted of
two parts: Part 1 – Jeremiah Richardson, and Part 2 – the International Airport Project [see
040182 - 063082 Appendix].[170]Jeremiah “Tall Twelve” Richardson murdered at Jubilee Street,
Grenville on Good Friday, 20 April 1973, marked the commemoration. The court found [31
October 1973] that Zephrine Charles, former member of the RGPF, was guilty of Richardson’s
murder.[171]Prime Minister Bishop, at the groundbreaking ceremony for the new terminal
building, looked back to the International Airport Solidarity Rally of 12 April 1981:The unity of our
people which we saw on April 12, last year [1981], when in a rally that was perhaps even bigger
than this one, thousands of our people came down to this very spot, to demonstrate our deepest
solidarity for the project.Thousands of our people came down to this spot one year ago to say
loud and clear to the United States imperialists that regardless of what they think or what they
want to do or how they feel, the project was going to go ahead.Our people came out in their
thousands and demonstrated that unity, and that has been a major factor in ensuring that no one
has or will ever be able to stop this project. [172]The unity of our people which we saw on April
12, last year [1981], when in a rally that was perhaps even bigger than this one, thousands of our
people came down to this very spot, to demonstrate our deepest solidarity for the
project.Thousands of our people came down to this spot one year ago to say loud and clear to
the United States imperialists that regardless of what they think or what they want to do or how
they feel, the project was going to go ahead.Our people came out in their thousands and
demonstrated that unity, and that has been a major factor in ensuring that no one has or will ever



be able to stop this project. [172]Monday, 19 April 1982Dessima Williams, Ambassador of
Grenada to the Organization of American States in Washington, D.C. wrote a letter to the
Washington Post newspaper. The headline for the signed letter was “The View from
Grenada.”[173]Ambassador Williams ended her letter to the newspaper:His [Reagan’s]
Barbados comments indicate a total disregard for the international accepted principle of non-
interference in the internal affairs of a sovereign country. [174]His [Reagan’s] Barbados
comments indicate a total disregard for the international accepted principle of non-interference
in the internal affairs of a sovereign country. [174]Tuesday, 20 April 1982The Armed Forces of
Grenada produced their own newspaper called Fedon: Voice of the People’s Revolutionary
Armed Forces, vol. 1 no. 1, price 50c – “Fedon Is Here”.[175]Tuesday, 20 April thru Sunday, 25
April 1982 – Ochoa Sent to Grenada to Assess MilitaryThe late Maurice Paterson picked up the
word on the street in Grenada:In May 1982, a major shake-up took place in the Cuban Military
Mission.It was a consequence of General Ochoa’s visit earlier that month.The new Chief of
Mission was now Colonel Pedro Tortolo.In May 1982, a major shake-up took place in the Cuban
Military Mission.It was a consequence of General Ochoa’s visit earlier that month.The new Chief
of Mission was now Colonel Pedro Tortolo.
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